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THAT

DEMAND

."STOP HIM! STOP HIM.'

$500,000,000 BONDS

OVERTIME

Two Representative Bartholde WU
Introduce Bill to That EfMillion Men. Insist That
fect In Congress at BeMenacing Jap and Hinginning of Session.
du be Kept Out.
MUST--

PRESIDENT

v

Am-erlc-

gooa-nature-

:

Jap

Is a live wire; we demand that he be excluded before It
is too late, otherwise the American
may be treated
to some severe
The

IttM,

FAVOR

N

HEARST LOSES IN
COURT

OF APPEALS

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 19. The court
of appt-altoday decided that the
act paused by the last legislature
providing for a recount of the votes
cast at the mayorality election In
New York City on November 19th
Is unconstitutional.
The contest was
Instituted on behalf of Wm. It.
to unseat Mayor McClellan
Ilea
on the ground of fraud In counting
tile votes.
The decision was unanis

r.--1

mous.

EIRE TOOAY
AT

I'enrla, 111., Nov. 19. Fire originating from a defective electric light
wire In the Luether
on
building
touth Washington street, early today
caused losses aggregating
$300,000.
The Luether building was occupied
mainly by wagon and implement,
companies.
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TRANS-miSSISSIP-

"n1 r,u"lrn'n 'Ton Tagger are planning
put forward Grovor Cleveland as a
a counter to Bryan's boom.Newn Item. to

INVESTIGATION

PJ

CONGRESS IS IN

BE

IrrlaatlonJ
Consider
Drainage. Public Lands
and Other Matters.

MUST

ANOTHER WO!

COMPLETED

THROWER

KILLS

AT ONCE

HERSELF

mlssloner Before Acting

Russian Girl's Nerve Forsakes
Her at Last Moment
And She Dies.

Will

on Immigration.

ADDRESSES OF WELCOME
REFUSED TO TELL NAME
CLOSE SCRUTINY OF ALL
WERE DELIVERED TODAY
INTENDED VICTIM
EMIGRAS HEREAFTER

r

-OF

St. Petersburg,

Webb City, Mo., Nov. 19. "I killthe wrong man," Henry Lacey,
ot the American Beauty
foreman
mine, told the coroner's Jury that
held him for slaying W. W. Parker,
a young miner, who boarded at the
Ijicey home. "I thought that I was
shooting at another man and I intended to kill bom him and my
wife."
Parker was killed at Lacey's home
the night before. About dusk Lacey, alio Is suffering
from tuberculosis, passed a miner smoking at
his gate.
"I'm going Into the house and
raise a little smoke," he said. Then
ho opened the front door and fired
a revolver. Parker fell
Immediately Lacey told neighbors that
man,
ho had killed his
and when
later told that he had slain Parker,
broke down and wept.

Trans-Mississip-
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AGAINST

InHTK-oto-

ALLEGED

CAUGHT

THIRD

GUARD

Elaborate Precautions Taken Plot Discovered to Destroy Nevada Prisoner Preferred
to Insure Safety of AmeriAll of Them on Staten
Death to Return to State
can Secretary.
Island.
Penitentiary.
1 Q
K'fiif
Vladivostok
Taft and party left Vlodivostok this
afternoon for St. Petersburg.
KIgid
precautions for his safety were taken by order of the government.
The czar had one of the Imperial
cars, used only for royalty heretofore, sent' to Vladivostok for the accommodation of the secretary of war
and his party.
Such
extraordinary
nreeautlon.
were taken for fear that someone
might make an attempt on the secretary that even the leaving time of
his train was not announced and Its
schedule along the line has not been
made public. It will proceed Imme. .
H
ijr u 1
i
.......
j t... v. it ciciwurn
wnero ine
secretary
will make a brief stop before proceeding for Bremen to take
hip for home.
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Chicago, Nov.

19
N. C. Klmbell.
manager of the Hvriraulln Pressed
Brick company, said that the mnnrli
of the closing of the thirty-fou- r
plant- - of the comoanv are untrue.
The plant at Porter, ind.. Is closed
temporarily to make repairs.
H
said that there , no intention of
closing any other plant."
!.--

THE JURY

New York, Nov. 19. Information
has reached the police of Staten la- ana ot a connplracy to destrov every
fire house In ;he borough, and this.
louowing me destruction by flames
of the headquarters
of a company
in West Brighton last week, has led
to police and
fire departments to
take unprecedented precautions.
For the first time in the historv of
the department. It is ald, it has
been found necessary to guard the
fire houses day and
night against
he attacks of incendiaries.
That the fire house at West Brlgh-o- n
was deliberately ignited Tuesday
night, when practically
every fireman on the Island was fljrhtln
the
llanies that destroyed the Hotel Cas- tleton, at St. Ueorge, is the belief
of the police and the firemen, al- nougn mey nave been unable to ob-aany direct evidence connecting
anybody with the crime.
A warning has been conveyed to
the firemen that it would be well
or them hereafter to leave men be
hind when the companies go to fires,
lest every fire house In the borouvh
should be destroyed.
As oon as the waruing was received orders were Issued that the
houses should never be left ungard-- d
when the companies are called
out to fires and that the policemen
on the post should watch for any
attempt to ignite the building.
ln

Nev.,
Carson,
Nov.
19. Three
prisoners In the state penitentiary
es;raced yesterduy in a wagon in
which supplies had been brought to
Two were recaptured
the prison.
ny a posse sent in pursuit.
John
Kdwards, who was serving thirty
years ror robbing a saloon In Heno
had taken a gun from a guard be
fore leaving the prison and he fired
upon the posse, but when closely
pressed, killed himself.
The escape ot the prisoners was a
dramatic affair. They first captured
the guard from whom Kdwards obtained the gun and then crawled Inwagon,
to the empty
forcing the
driver at the point of the gun, to
tell the guards at the gate that
everything was all right. Their escape was discovered within a short
time after they left the prison and
they were rounded up In the sandhills. Two of them made no fight
whatever and Edwards
only fired
three, shots before firing the last two
into his brain.
KOHKAN

Kl'LKIl

1 IUVI0S

PKVCK IN KM PIKE
Japan, Nov. 19. The emperor of Korea has issued an edict to
his subjects exhorting them to unanimously Join with the authorities in
order to secure order throughout the
country and to promote the Indus.

trial advancement ot Korea.

KILLS WRONG MAN
ed

-

RATE

ALL

KILLING

DETAILS

Legislature' Meets to Unless a Breakdown Compels a
Consider Situation In That State
Continuance In the Trial. She
-- Governor Gillette Delivers
Will Give Every Fact ConnecStrong Message to Assembly
ted With, the Shooting of '
on Finance.
Senator Brown.

California

New York, Nov. 19. Daniel Oug
genhelin, president of the American
Smelting and Kellnlng company, in
a statement Issued here today said
that the company is
with the government to meet the unusual demands for currency.
He
said that the smelting plants were
.being operated by day and night to
expedite the refining of gold and sil
ver. The gold product of the smel
ters is daily deposited with the gov
eminent, no effort being made to ob
tain any premium. The values of
gold and silver produced by the com
pany is running In excess of one
hundred million dollars per year,
taokl Kngnircnicnta.
The engagements of gold abroad
for Importation to relieve the fin an
ctal stringency are nearlng a total of
seventy-si- x
million dollars. Heidle- bach, Ickelhelmer & Co., and the
Ouaranty Trust Company today con
eluded negotiations
for $1,500,000,
bringing the total to date to $7,
000,000.

lroiilums Much Itednootl.
The Twelfth Ward Bank, one of
suspended
the institutions
which
payment during the early days of the
nnancial crisis, will reopen tomor
v
row.
The premium on currency, which
has been maintained at about 3 per
cent since the hoarding of money began a few week ago. has begun to
dlmtniph. Loans of currency were
made touay at rates ranging aa low
as 1 H per cent, banker
reporting
that the premiums in a number of
interior cities are either much re
duced or totally disappeared.
The action was attributed chiefly
to the arrangement
for Issuing
treasury certificates and canal bonds,
.

Muskogee. Okla.. Tinv. ' 19 The
eighteenth annual session of the
congress was begun In this city this morning. The
aeiegates listened to addresses of
welcome offered by the local or
ganization. Wednesday the congress
will begin the consideration of resolutions and matters of vast importance to the west are to be taken up,
including the parcels post, deepening
of the waterways, sales
of public
lands, irrigation
drainage of
and
submerged lands.
At the morning session today David B. Francis, former governor of
Missouri, welcomed Oklahoma Into
the union.
Chief Moty Tiger, of the Creek nation, delivered an address of wel
come to the congress and spoke
against the removal of restrictions
from the lands of the five civilized
tribes.
Ateiulance Large.
The attendance at the eoneress is
large ana a numDer or delegates will
arrive this evening and tomorrow.
It was generally understood that the
business sessions would not open until Wednesday, hence the majority of
the delegates, being concerned with
business matters, put oft their departure for this clfy until a day later
than would permit them to be pres
ent at the opening.
It is expected that there will be
some warm discussions on all ques
tions, especially publlc lands and Irrigation matters.

TAFT SPEEDING ACROSS GUARDING FIRE HOUSES TWO ESCAPED CONVICTS

.

$30,000

:
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Russia, Nov. 19.
a wen dressed woman, about 18
years old, was found in a dying condition today at the atailon of the
Tsarskoeselo railroad. She confessed
to having been selected to execute
an important terrorist act, but her
courage failed, she said, and she
took poison. She said that she drop
ped itie Domo into the river. The
woman has not been identified.
The girl was well dressed and
her appearance
betokoned nobility.
but none of the detectives familiar
with the nobles of the city and vi
cinity nave been auie to identify her.
The police believe that she must
have been an employe in the fam
lly of some high
official and are
looking to that source for Identtn
cation.
Intended Victim VnUnown.
There were no arrivals of important personages due at the depot
where the girl was found today or
mis wees, as rar as the police know,
hence they are at a loss to know
who her victim was.
It is possible
that she Intended to kill someone at
a distance from the station but that
her nerve failed, she threw the
bomb In the river, took the poison
and wandered to the station to die,

WHKCK

Terre Haute. Ind., Nov. 19. Two
passenger trains on the
Vandalia
road met head on at Vevav Park.
Ills., S! miles west of this city this
morning, ana engineer Joseph
of the east boand train
wa
instantly killed. The engineer
and conductor of the west bound
were slightly Injured. The collision
aj-due to a dense fog.

DROPJHEIR

Toklo, Japan, Nov. 19. J t Is stated at the department, of foreign affairs today that negotiations concerning Japanese immigration to the
United States and Canada will necessarily be delayed until the return
from abroad of Kiklylro Ishll, chief
of the bureau of commerce of the
foreign
offices, as he is a special
commissioner sent to America for the
purpose of Investigating the subject
and reporting so that the government can reach a conclusion. He
must return soon.
Meanwhile within the last week
Instructions have been sent to all
inspectors of ports to exercise the
most vigorous supervision over emigrants for all points, especially to
San Francisco, because the recent Investigation had shown negligence resulting from passing a number who
were not qualified to be clased as
students. r
Will Conmhte Soon.
Commissioner Ishll, who has been
acting as special Inspector to study
the immigration
affairs, will complete his work within a short time
as his government is enjoining haste
on his part.
In the meantime, any Inspector
who passes a man as a student or In
other capacity which will permit
him to enter the United States, and
the man is afterward found to be
an Importer, will be Immediately relieved from duty. The government
proposes to exercise the strictest su
pervision of all cases of Immigration,

snorks.
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HER STORK TO

WILL RELATE

Washington, D. C, Nov. 19. Rep
Burtholde, of Missouri
resentative
alter a talk with President Rooae
velt yesterday, announced his inten
tion of introducing a bill soon as
congress meets to give a legal status
to the inland waterways commission,
which was created by the executive
act, and another bin providing for
a rive hundred million dollar bond
issue to establish a fund for perma
nent great waterway improvements,
leaving smaller projects to be taken
care of in the regular river and har
bor bills. Bartholde says the presl- aent regards me plan with favor,
Magnitude of Plan.
Mr. Bartholde further said that
the magnitude of the pian ror a deep
waterway route via the Illinois river
and drainage canal from Chicago to
the Mississippi river and thence to
the gulf was somewhat astounding
Dut that the live hundred million
dollars In bonds would be ample for
accomplishing the first work, Cn. hi
opinion. It will not, however, be sufficient to take in the work upon
streams emptying into the rivers
named and those must be provided
ror as neretorore oy the regular rlv
er and harbor bill.
Bartholde believes there will be
no great opposition In the house to
the bill and he does not apprehend
any trouble over its passage in the
senate, as both bodies have become
conversant with needs of the great
valley with its millions upon millions of people, who will all be bene
fitted by the deep waterways and
the lessened freight rates which re
sure to follow.
Congressmen Favor Project.
isvery congressman
with one or
two exceptions west of Ohio favors
the project" and practically a ma
Jority of those east of that state will
vote for the measure, owing to the
Interest of their friends In the east
em grates. He believes that the bill
will pass on its first vote in the
house and that the senate will pass
it witnin ten days thereafter.
Includes Ie-Clianiiel.
The work to be included in the
proposed deep waterway will be a
deep channel capable of accommo
dating large vessels, from Chicago
via the Chicago canal, through the
Illinois river to the Mississippi near
Orafton, 111., and thence down the
Mississippi to the gulf. The entire
distance is to be dredged out and
the channel strengthened where neo- essory.
It will require a number of years
to complete the work, after con
gress provides ways and means for
its accomplishment and it cannot be
in use from end to end before at
least eight years have gone by. For
this reason the advocates of the
deep waterway are urging haste on
the part of congress.

TELLING

Daniel
Guggenheim Says Went on Stand This Morning
They Aro Selling Direct to
But Broke Down and
Government Without
Wept Frequently DurAsking Premium.
ing Recital.

American Federation of Labor In- Another BIIlWUl.be Presented to
Give a Legal Status'to Proposed
sists That Welfare and ProsperAfImprovements-Small- er
ity of Country Necessitate
fairs Will be Given
Keeping Out of All Cheap
Attention.
Workmen.
Norfolk, Vs., Nov. 19. "Asiatic
labor mu.--t keep out!" That is the
slogan of the organised worker of
a,
this country in fact, of North
for the Canadian Trade Union
seat-ioin
congress, at its recent
to the
Winnipeg, gave expression
in unmistakable
above sentiment
tones.
By unanimous vote, and after an
interesting dlscusvlon in which every
Ihasp of the curse of coolie labor
was plainly fet forth, the delegates
to the American Federation of Labor in convention, representing
demanded
trade unionists,
thai congress enact the necessary
legislation so that the present Chinese exclusion law can be applied to
Japanese, Korean and Hindu labor.
The prohibition of Asiatic Immigration is demanded upon the broad
ground, first, mat the wage and living standard of such labor are dangerous to, and must, if granted recognition in the United: States, prove
destructive of the American standards in these essential respects; and
secondly, that a racial Incompatibility, hh between the peoples of the
Orient and the United (States, presents a problem of race preservation
which It la our imperative duty to
solve In ;ur own favor, and which
can only be thus solved by a policy
of exclusion.
tliincNC Law F.ffoctlvK
"The American people perhaps do
not know that if the Chinese exclusion law had not been enacted California would be a Mongolian state
today," said Walter MacArthur in
this question.
Mr. MacArtnur is editor
of the
Coast Seamen's Journal of San Fran
cisco, a deep student, and. by reason
of the position he holds as an officer
or the International Seamen's Union,
the be.--t posted man on the Asiatic
labor problem to be found on the
Pacific slope.
"Another fact that the people of
me east run to appreciate,
continued Mr. MacArthur. "Is that there
are enough Japs who have had a
military training in California at this
moment to form a good elzed regiment, and ns many more In the
Hawaiian
Islands. We westerners
are not jingoistic, nor are we alari
ists, but I want to tell you that we
don't Intend to wait until the Japs
swarm over our section ox the country like an army of locusts before we
fiund a 'note of warning.
"Let this further fact sink deep into
me minds of
careless Ameri
cans who have thve
regarded our appeals
ii
un
We
indifference
never can assimilate the Japanese,
and should not if we could, unless
we want to destroy our civilization
and our race. The Asiatics look unon
us with the utmost contempt; they
hate us and our Institutions.
and
they are transplanting all their Ideas
of morality, religton and life gener- -
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CALIFORNIA I.EGISLATCHR
IN
SKSSIOX
Kacramento, Cal., Nov. 19. The
special session of the legislature call
ed by Governor Gillette convened to
day
The governor's message says that
tne session is convened to enact leg
islation, believed to be imperative
because of the financial stringency.
brought about by conditions In the
ea.t. The country is prosperous and
legitimate businei-was never bet
ter. The present state of affairs Is
attributed by the message to extrava
gauce of living, wild speculation and
frenzied finance of stock and bond
manipulators nn Wall street.
The banking laws need to be am
ended to afford better protection to
depositors, ay the governor. The
trust companies and corporations
doing an interstate business should
be placed under the federal commit
tee which hould be appointed
to
investigate the methods of doing
STATEHOOD
uusiness in mis state.
SPl-X'IA-

s

BERNALILLO

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT

lu.

Waahlnjrfnn T
1 a
Annie M. BradirTon trial for kill-i- n
TT
A
I vt
Uhai E2nn
U
j IU.IIw
"sT ffirmAP
took
the ,mnes tand this morning
In herfewn behalf.
Mrs. Bradley
was on the stand during the entire
morning session.
h
told the story
ot' her relations with Brown, asaert- ing mat Brown promised to get a
divorce and marry her. She broke
u.
down several !ma .in.in
cltal of her relations with Brown.
Wept Frequently.
A' Vama
K n
Mrs. Tirflfllev- warn nn
Utai
utinwt.
up several times during
the recital
of her wrongs, especially when she
told of Brown's brutality. She had
not reached the story of the killing
nor told any of her intentions In
that reirsrH whnn ari4ntinv.,.n. was
taken at noon, and her counsel asked that court reconvene at a later
hour than usual in order to give her
an opportunity to regain ner composure.
She left thA enurt mnm an trrtaA
by a bailiff and one of her attorneys
iuu wwift iu mure Tman
WltH
t
Walk kciii.u
thli attftannA
feared that she will suffer a nervous
breakdown before the case Is finished. Her physicians state that they
can do nothing for her beyond giv- ug nn biikiii ionics, as ner nerves
are all shaken.
lie Story.
Shft told th
urv
that she was living a respected life,
prominent In oratorical and literary
pursuits, wnen Arthur Brown, then
United States senator.
came Into
view. She became enamored of him,
everything
and left
finally at his request to become his veritable slave.
She worked for Brown politically,
socially and every other way, and
her high standing made her effort
worth much to him.
He apparently appreciated her ef
fort for a time, but nnally. after he
left the senate, began to pay less and
less attention to her or her little
boys.
She told the Jury that the
father of the two boys was Arthur
Brown, the dead man, and that he
had never attempted to deny to any
one that fact.
Will Tell of Shooting.
It Is the Intention to have Mrs.
Bradley tell the Jury the whole story
of the shooting and the quarrel, If
mere was any, that led ut to It.
She Is the only living witness of the
tragedy and she alone can Inform
the Jury of all matters connected
with It. Her attorneys say that they
will have her tell It all, reserving
nothing, In order that the provoca
may be
tion she labored
under
shown.

BILL

EARLY

IN SESSION

Washington, D. C. Nov. 19. (Sne
W. H. Andrews, delegate
to
congress from New Mexico, was a
visitor at the postofftce department
today, where he dlscuased plans for
installing two dally mails each way
N.
between Koswell and Torrance,
M.
It Is understood that a slmllnr
service will also be Installed south
from Roswell In the near future.
ilter Delegate Andrews accompa
nied by Governor Curry visited other
depart ments.
Both the governor and delerat
are talking statehood for New Mexico all the time and both predict that
a bill admitting New Mexico to the
union will be passed early in the ses
sion.

flal)

Motions for new trials In the cases
or me territory against Levi It
Thompson for larceny
and John
Cornetto for selling liquor to an In
were
by
Judge Abbott
dian
heard
in the district court that morning.
He reserved decision until this after
noon.
HaHtlng to Ita Sentenced.
Clifford Hastings,
convicted of
drawing
and uttering
worthless
will
brought
checks,
be
before Judge
Abbott this afternoon for sentence.
He was found guilty on seven counts.
Sot.
Remaining cases on civil and
criminal dockets were set as follows: Civil. Dec. 2; Criminal, Dec.
3, 4 and 5.
Divorces were granted SEEKS DAMAGES
K.
John
Franklin from Luctnda
Franklin, abandonment, and J. B.
McFarland, of Belen, from Minnie
FOR A CRITICISM
I IX ' J VI .11 API01TK1)
ARIZONA tO.MPAXY McFarland, abandonment.
19.
Trenton, N. J., Nov.
Judge
Laimlng in the fnited Slates court
Paris, Nov. 19. The Parisian mu
this afternoon, announced the ap- PLANS FOR NEW
sical and theatrical world U Interest
pointment of J. Kearney Itlce, of
ed thU week In legal
proceedings
New Brunswick, as receiver for thrf
M. Alvarez, a singer at the
FEDERAL BUILDING which
Arizona Smelting company and Conopera,
against
Paris
the new
started
solidated Arizona Smelting company.
neatrlial paper, the Corniedia. whose
application for which was made last
musical
critic
has
accused
him oC
week.
Washington. D. C. Nov. 19.
Sn. siuging out of tune.
Hul) Delegate Andrews was notified
brged that It would not be advls.
touay that the plana and specifica- able to renew his engagements lu
STOCKS AND GOLD
tions for the new federal building at the Paris opera, M. Alvar. whose,
Albuquerque were forwarded to the real name Is M. Gourron,
a legal
Albuquerque CttUen for publication letter to the Comle.lla, tent
saying its
IN BEGGAR'S RAGS November 15th.
criticism was calculated to Injur
Slmillar advertisements wen also him pecuniarily and claiming 120..
wnl to the New Mexican at Santa 000 compensation.
Fe, Chicago, Denver and Kansas City
Paris, Nov. 19. The DrosDerltv of pa pers.
GAVK HIS l1OSNlXsl-:iParis beggars, long proverbial, was
The advertisement calls for bids
MOMiV TO SOOTHSAYFH.
again proved this week, when a man for the erection of the structure and
Nov. 19. John
aged 71, was arrested and arraigned all bids will be opened by January a Chicago,
grocer, put on some new Schuitz.
HanneU
in tne central Pans police court, 5th.
for
first time ana soon thereaf
charged with begging in the streets.
It was stated at the department to- ter Jhe
imagined
himself possessed of
His name is Ernest Cuyon.
day that excavation for the building
devils.
He went to a soothsaver.
When searched he was found to would be started shortly after the who
told
him
the "devils" wtr in
be In possession of $2,000 worth of contract la awarded.
his money and must be burned out
securities, including American rail
live.
bchults
would
Schulti
way shares,
French government PROHIBITION I.OI.S
thereupon turned over $3,S00 which.
stocks, and also a French postottlce
IX AKltMA TODAY
sootnsayer.
ne
as
H.
known
"Prof."
savings book in which 1320 was enMontgomery. Ala., Nov. 19. The fcX Moreta, pretended
put In a
u setting
tered. There was also 1160 gold, in- senate this afternoon passed a pro- bronze
uru,
afterwards
tire
cluding three American $20 pieces hibition bill by 32 to 2. The law be- to the contents.
now asks
lit his pocket.
comes effective on January 1, 1908. the police to get hiSchults
money back.
de-ad- .

tm

aXSUQUEEQUE

PAOB TWO.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

TfKsn.tY.

BOOKS

STATIONERY
TOYS, ETC.

EVERYTHING AT HALF PRICE
Tln2lrs!I(B Next to the Postoffice
Newcomer's Old Stand gm JJ.

RAILROAD

DEPARTMTl

TO

MMMaBMMHMHMMMNMMWBi
course of construction will probably
RAILROAD READY

FOR WINTER
WEATHER
Santa Fe Is Prepared to Keep
Its Traffic on the
Move.
"Ready for the winter, why we're
ready for anything on this
road and especially In the Albuquerque shops," said a foreman today.
"Lona;
before winter Is hardly
thought of by most people, we be- to get everything In condition
?1n the
first snow or cold spell, for
both snow and cold affect thing's on
the railroads.
For months everything thas been in readiness, just the
same as we are always ready for a
heavy rain which will cause washouts. Washouts may be slight and
only require a little attention next
day from the trackmen, or again
they may be very serious and In the
latter case, a crew of men Is rushed out without a moment's delay to
repair the damage.
"The same Is true in case of a
snow In the mountains. Engines are
properly equipped as soon as It becomes apparent that heavy snow is
on, which is seldom, I must say. and
they keep the track clean. We run
trains so frequently over these lines
that the rails have little chance to
become clogged with snow if proper
precautions are taken, and the only
danger is from the snow slides,
which have become such a rarity as
to be almost unknown."
Ready for Cold Weather.
The shops, runaooune, wrecking
car headquarters and i all other departments of the shops show a preparedness for cold weather that is
remarkable. The employes are cared
for as warmly as possible, and in
ase of accident on toe road in the
winter, the men are provided with
stoves in their cars, always ready
for lighting, and plenty of hot food
If the job is a long one.
There is probably no road in the
country that looks so closely after
Its tracks and Its men, a fact which
accounts for the sreat amount of
business It is always able to handle
all times. "It keeps them as warm
at
as possible In the winter." declared
an official, "and as cool in the sum
mer and is quick to look after any
complaints that it lacks In that re
apect and to remedy them."
MACHINE SHOP CONTRACT
HAS ItKKN AWARDKD
Ban Bernardino, Cal., Nov. 10.
TThe contract for the construction of
the great machine shop to be erected
by the Santa Fe In this city. It to un
der stood, has been awarded to Carl
Leonardt Of Los Angeles, who 1m now
engaged in the erection of the round
house and putting in the founda
Hons for the transfer table exten
si on and the machine shop.
was awarded
Contractor Leonard
the job of putting In the foundations
for the machine shop at the same
time the round house contract was
closed, but the job of putting up the
machine chop building has been
awarded since and separately. The
company will furnish the structural
srteel for the big shop
shipments
of this material are expected to arrive dally, having been on the way
from the manufacturers for more
than a month.
This great machine shop will be
120x600 feet In sire, or of fully twice
the capacity of the prewnt shop, and
will be equipped with the very latest
machinery for the purpose. It espe
daily being constructed to handle the
locomotives now In use.
immense
When the present shop was built
though but a few years ago, the engines used by the Santa Fe here were
quite diminutive as compared with a
majority of those of the present, so
that it is a very difficult tank to han
dle the bltr engines with the presen
machine shop equipment.
Always

.
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fian Bernardino, Cal., Nov. 19.
As soon as the big fuel oil tank I
lowered to its foundations In the

Santa Fe yards. Contractor liasore
will tackle one of the mot unlou
moving Jobs ever undertaken her
or anywhere else.
He will attempt to move the hi
concrete reservoir now on the east
to lit. Vernon avenue and ued fo
storing water from the conipresxors
which Is attain purupert back Int
Thl
the boilers for second une.
Is of solid concrete an
reservoir
years
was built
uk. it is nearl
80 feel Hiiuure and several feet deep
If the attempt to move prove u
jU mark another epoc
cessful it
in moving accompiishementa.

IK IMl'KOVlNti
WIMJA.MH 111 II.DINi.S
Ariz.,
Nov.
Williams.
in. Th
Kama Fe railroad company is mak
lug some substantial
Improvements
at Williams.
The company has a large numbe
of Mexican laborers at work- - In th
local yard and U putting in several
miles or side track In addition t
what It already has. An avenge o
a tratnload per day of cinder Is
being brought In, and Is being use
for ballaat. The company expects
to have the side tracks completed
within thirty days, and from the way
things look in the yards, its expeu
tations will not go amiss.
roundhouse
under
The
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Futrelle Furniture Co.

FINE IN NEW
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be ready for business by the first of
the year. It will be modern in every
particular and an ideal home for the
Santa Fe's great Iron horses. It will
be quite an addition to the railway's
equipment. Above all, it is a substantial Improvement and represents
an Investment on the part of the
railroad company that Is not to be
sneezed at.
ROAIS WIN OIT
IN MAIL SQCABMLK
Washington, D. C, Nov. 19. The
PaFe,
Frisco and Missouri
Santa
cific railroad companies, as forecasted in these dispatches, won out in
their contention with the postoffice
department that they would not comply with the order to carry surplus
mall equipment as mail from November 15 to December 25 without
compensation. Mr. McCleary, second
assistant postmaster general, who Issued the order under date of November g, today rescinded the order
after a conference with Mr. Orant,
superintendent of railway malls, and
Mr. Graham, chief of the division of
equipment.
Phlllpl Clsneros, a native employed in the roundhouse
at Williams,
Ariz., as boiler washer, was fatally
scalded Sunday evening by the pull
ing out of a wash-oplug. Death
A cor
resulted some time later.
oner's Jury viewed the remains Mon
day and rendered a verdict of scald- ng by accident and due to his own
egllgence.
Alleging that the A. T. & R. F. and
the Rio Grande & El Paao, by build
ing a Jetty In the Rio Grande and
changing its course damaged their
and, George B. and Thomas W. Zlm- pleman, of Travis county; Texas, have
instituted suits in the district court
t El Paso, the former - asking for
damages In the sum of $30,000. and
the latter for 117,500.
Taylor Nevels, a passenger fireman
the Rio Grande division of the
Kanta Fe, who has been ick at San
Marclal for the last month, has resumed his duties. .
C. W. Alexander, fa reman of the
extra gang at Gallup, was a visitor
in the city yesterday.
.
(
..R. J. Walker, Inspector at Thor- eau, N. M., was a city visitor yesterday on business.
T. D. Allen has returned from St.
Louis to resume his old position of
ight chief clerk.
King Rollins has returned from
Los Angeles and accepted a position
In the round houfe here.
E. H. Harlow, master mechanic,
will leave Thursday for Chicago on
business.
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Supt. Clark Requests Them He "Jumped Her" Against Pecos Valley Farmers Demto Properly Impress Its
onstrate What Can be Done
Two Others Before She
With That Crop.
Significance.
Was Stopped.

.

house.

urn
r

,

Just received a Inrra
or linoleums ana
assortment

lms CULrr..wToio(otf
Nfcs-- J.

.

,VI

floor oil cloth.
Wool fringed
A .. n
ntva frnm ITi
china cups and saucer
and
dinner plates 15 cents a set.
Brass custain rods 10c and up.
Window shades, 26c and up.

Cash of Payments
Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 19. That
Kansas City, Nov. 19. A visitor
several Sheffield saloons last night cotton Is one of the staple corps of
COPaiCnT.
wan Edward Wangamus.
In each the Pecos valley is being demonhe drank. Then he started in strated as itua growers are just now
search of excitement. He found It. beginning to bring the staple to the
Down at the crossing of the Santa gin.
Fe and Milwaukee railroad tracks
it was planted for the first time
was a through freight train, which three years ago Just at the time
waiting for orders. when the floods carried out the dams
ad stopped,
About fifty feet behind the caboose of the Pecos Irrigation company and
of that train a switch engine stood. since that time the farmers have
J. D. JBaWm, President.
Caaa. If ellml, Mwstarg
The engineer, the fireman of the devoted their time to farming under
switch eglnne, and C. E. Skaggs, a the Campbell system until this year
O. Bacaeeal, Tmmwn.
O. Qlomi. Viea Prwldtnt.
peclal officer of the Milwaukee rail the water was turned into the ditchroad company, were In the cab walt- - es under government control.
ng until the freight train could
It was too late in the season for
move out of the way.' And behind early .planting, but many relied upon
late crop and are
the train and the engine, at a round Itnowand planted aupon
aeeeiaora to
realizing
their labors.
house about 200 yards away, stood a
MCLINI aV EAKIN, and BACHECHI V IOMI.
Simpson
brothers, who reside about
up.
road engine with full steam
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IM
There was no one In the cab of this. three miles north of Carlsbad, have
raised cotton for the first time unPulled the Throttle Open.
season, although
der irrigation
To the road engine Edward wan- - they have beenthiscotton growers for
ered. He looked it over and then the past 20 years m the southern
decided It was a pretty good vehicle. states.
W
vtrytblng In tleek f taint tha
Up Into the cab he climbed. Then he
They consider the conditions
In
fsMtldlout bar aamplata
grasped the throttle and pulled it the higher and dryer altitude much
wide open. The engine almost Jump better for a finer and superior grade
Have bean appo'ntatf exclusive agenta In tha touthwMt fa lea, I.
'
ed off the rails. But Edward was of fiber than can be raised on the
chlltx, Wm. Lamp and St. Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellawato,
Pleased. He was having his
lower lands of Texas or Louisiana
Green River, V. H. MeBraytr'a Cedar Brook, Logls Hunter, T.J. Ma,
no rain to damage
is
and
then
there
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numar
to mantloM,
"Hit 'er up. Bill!" he yelled, and It when it. opens on the stalk. They
the engine fairly "tore up" the track. have picked from one to one and
NOT COMPOUNDER.
WE
ARE
rlne men on the switch engine one-ha- lf
bales To (he acre, which is
But sell tha straight article aa received by as from tha heat v iaorlaa.
heard a loud noise. They looked an excellent yield.
Dlf.lleriea and Brcwariaa In the United 6tat 3. r12 aad Jxapaet
around, saw the big headlight com- ,
Acre.
Dale
to
Stock and PtIom, or wrtta tor Ulnatratad OUWo a4
ng and Jumped for safety. Mavbe
rlo hXaK
Orandl brothers, who reside north
Wangamus sow the engine ahead of Carlsbad a few miles, have grown
Issued to dealers only.
but that didn't stop him. He was too cotton this season for the first time
busy. A second later there was a and they are enthusiastic over the
cranh and the switch engine began ' result. They will pick about fifteen
to move rapidly, propelled by the bales from eighteen acres of land,
force of the road engine behind it.
all of which is fine and will grade WBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Hit "er up Bill!" again yelled
class.
Wangamus who was vainly trying to nrst
W. Donaldson and sons, who
pun me inrottie wider. He hadn't areJ. the largest
growers in the lower
been Injured hv the collision.
valley, are cotton raisers or many
years
experience
and their yields
Hit thV IWKlit Train Theft.
The 'brakes' of the switch engine this season will average one bale to
A checking account will not only help you to spend
were on, .but that didn't make much the acre and they assert positively
your money economically, but it will also aid you
difference.
There was too much that a portion of it will yield two
steam on.
The freight train was bales. This being the first year the
to save money systematically.
to try
ahead and Wangamus was still seek- - farmers have had & chance
ng excitement.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
There was another cotton with plenty of water, and,
engine. with the flattering results obtained,
oud crash aw the switch
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
pushed by the one behind, hit the it is an assured fact that the acrenext
will be more careful of your expenditures.
caboose of the freight train.
The age will .be materially Increased
in
back end Of the caboose was broken season and next year's crop will,crop
A checking account gives you a complete record of
In and the doors knocked from about all probability, be the bumper
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
a dozen box cars. But the load was In the valley.
too much for the engine behind. It
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
any
couldn't push
more. Still Wan- rcccxyyxxxxxxxxxxxxxxycxxy
convenience for your business transactions.
gumus wasn t satisfied. He wanted
was
more
Jerking on the
and
still
A ticking cough, from any cause
PAY BY CHECK.
throttle when Skaggs climbed into
quickly slopped by Dr. Shoop's
he cab and arrested him.
Cough Cure. And It Is so thorough
Jeremiah Caskey, the sergeant at
ly harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop
he Sheffield station, heard the noise
ells mothers everywhere to give It
of the collisions and the sound of eseven to very
without hesitation
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
caping steam.
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3CX3CXXXXXX)
young babies. The wholesome green
'It s a train wreck, he said, and
CAPIAL
AND SURPLUS $200,000
leaves and tender stems of a lungon
lAntonlo Martinez is In Santa Fe
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sent men there at once. But they
healing mountainous shrub, furnish
returned soon with only Wangamus. business.
to
properties
the curative
Dr. Department
of the Interior, Land t is estimated that the damage to
Attorney W. B. Childers is In San
Shoop's Cough Cure, It calms the
Otflce at Santa Fe, N. M., Jsov. i
the engines and to the freight train ta Fe on legal business.
cough, and heals the sore and sen
1907.
will amount to about 12.000.
The
No
James McDonald and wife, of Gal
sitive bronchial
membranes.
conductor of the freight train wired
opium, no chloroform, nothing harsh
Is hereby given that Juan ahead for a new caboose and the lup, registered at the Normundle hoNotice
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
used to Injure or suppress. Simply Chaves y Gonzales, of Valencia, N train went on. The two engines were tel in Santa Fe yesterday.
a resinous plant extract, that helps M., has filed notice of his Intention
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has
laid off" for repairs and Wangumus
to heal aching lungs. The Spaniards
appointed George W. Oliver, of Las
proof in sup- Is locked up for investigation.
make final five-yePaint None BetNative and Ctilcago Iumber. Sherwin-William- s
call this shrub which the doctor to
Cruces, us a notary public of Dona
Homestead
of his claim, viz:
uses, "The Sacred Herb."
Demand port
Building Paper, Plaster, I J me, Cement, Glass, Saab, Doors, Etc.,
ter.
county.
Ana
1901.
20.
73i5.
Dec.
No.
made
Entrv
Dr. Shoop's.
Sold
Take no other.
, '
Etc., Etc
Dr. James A. Rolls, formerly of
for the NE V. Section 83. Township OUTLAW KILLS MAN
by all dealers.
Haton, but now of Santa Fe, has
3N.. Range HE., and that said proof
been Joined in the1 Capital City by
STAGE TO JEMKZ, LKAVES 21 1 will be made before Jesus M. N.Luna
C. DALDRIDCE
423
his family.
M..
probate clerk, at Los Lunaa,
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT on
AT
PARK
Attorney H. M. Dougherty, of So
30.
1907.
Dec.
5 O'CLOCK.
atyesterday
corro,
following
was
witnesses
in Santa Fe
He names the
tending a meeting of the law revisTake some reliahte and safe dl- - to prove his continuous residence
ion commission.
gettant like KODOL for Dyspepsia. unnn, and cultivation of, the land.
El Paso, Texas. Nov. 19. Nicholas
(Mark H. Thompson, district attorKODOL is the best remedy known vii:
an outlaw and escaped ney
Estanlslao Otero. Manuel Sedlllo, Ledesma.
today for heart burn, belching and
for Dona Ana coun.ty, has reof
this
convict
the
officers
for
whom
Sedlllo,
all
to his home at Its Cruces
all troubles arising from a disordered Sotero Otero, Bernardino
city have been hunting
the past turned
a business trip to Chicago.
from
digestion. It Is pleasant to take of Valencia. N. M.
week, is said to have become engag
Sold
MANUEL R. OTERO.
and affords relief promptly.
iM.
A.
CHero. former governor of
ed In a (itiarrel with a man at Mes
Register.
by J. H. O lllelly.
Kaynoldn,
Ilia Park. N. M.. during which he the territory, and J. W.
stabbed the man to death. He then former secretary, are at Kstancia su"
took a horse hitched near by and perlntendlng the shipping of 4.000
made his escape. While officers were sheep which have recently been sold
hunting for the deuperado at Mesilla to Colorado parties.
game
W. E. Griffith, territorial
Park hist week he was at work on a
nirch near there under an assumed warden, has returned to Santa Fe
name.
from Socorro, where he was called
lust week to prosecute a bunch of
n
Navajo Indians, who were discovered
slaughtering deer on the Gila river
Ormsby Mcllarg, special assistant
to the attorney general of the I'nlted
Statfs. who has charge of federal in
New Mexico, left
in
ventilations
Washington Sunday night on his re
turn to Santa Fe.
William Farah. confidential clerk
TF you'll acknowledge there's any
with N. Salmon, of Santa Fe, who
value in the advice of a store
was at Walla Walla. Wash., several
weeks past, being called there by
that makes the study of clothing
the serious Illness of a brother, re
its business every day in the year,
Mr
turned to Santa Fe yesterday.
Furah left his brother entirely
you'll promptly decide on a "Yale"
ut

as
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Superintendent of Public Instruction James E. Clark has issued a
circular letter addressed to the public school teachers of New Mexico
in which he urged that Thanksgiving day be observed with fitting expublic
ercises in the
schools
throughout the territory.
The com
munlcatlon follows:
"Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 18, 1907.
"Dear Friends Honorable Nathan
Jaffa, acting governor of the terrl
tory of New Mexico, has declared
Thursday, November 28th, 1907, as
Thanksgiving Bay, and orders that
business mutters be set aside and
that the day be spent in places of
worship giving thanks to Almighty
God for a year. of plenty, prosperity,
and peace.
of
"As territorial superintendent
urge
public Instruction, I strongly
upon
the
that all teachers impress
minds of the children in our public
schools the true meaning of Thanksgiving, in order that they may enjoy
day,
of
tell
them
the
the
Pilgrims; tell of the hardships and
starvation; tell of the harvest and
Decorate
first Thanksgiving day.'
the school room with fruits, vegetables, and grains. Have at least one
recitation at the close of school the
Sing the
day before Thanksgiving.
songs of Thanksgiving.
In short,
send the children away from the
school on the evening of the 27th
of November full of Thanksgiving,
in order that they may enjoy their
holiday with minds so full of the
true meaning of the day that they
will not spend the hours In thoughts
of things wholly unrelated to It.
"While urging upon the children
that thev be thankful for life, for
friends, for health, for all necessi
ties and luxuries .the teacher should
not fall to appreciate the fact that
she Is laboring in tne most helpful,
most uplifting, most worthy cause
The teacher
known among men.
should be most thankful for her
opportunity to minister to
at the time
the rising generation
when its mind is most impressionable. She is the guide to manhood
and womanhood, the maker of public opinion, the moulder of character. It Is no wonder that the schools
are regarded as the "Bulwark of the
Nation."
It Is natural that the publish school is uniformly denominated 'The Most Important Institution
Let the teacher in
In the Nation.'
the mibllc school or in other de
partments of educational work be
mindful or tnese iacts ana rejoice
In the service.
"Yours very smcereiy,
"J.VMKS E. CLARK."
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"Yale" Overcoat

AD VER TISERriENTS

For Young Men

BITTERS

overcoat this time.
Style, snap and smartness stand
right out for everybody to see and
admire.
Everything about it is
better because of the materials
it's made from and the new and
Buperior way these materials are
used.
Absolutely tha newest idea ia good
taste and correctness. Made from
unusually good fabrics in fancy
patterns. Sizes 30 to 38. Prices
118 to $35.
v

M. MANDELL
Fine Clothing & Furnishings

The winter months are
hard on the person whose
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys are in bad shape. Uut
in

the Bitter

you have a

sure medicine to build up
and strengthen th entire
system. It cures Poor Ap-

petite, Indigestion,

Head-ach-

e,

Billiousnets,
Insomnia, Chills
& Colds.

Cos-tivene- ss,

u
tatehood league has been organized In McKinley
county. The
leaders to the movement are as fol
lows: Republicans
Kdward Hart, S
K. Aldrich, Attorney Hall, C. N. Cot
ton and Dr. Hurr. Democrats John
Rains, Frank .Swart. J. M. Jacobsou
A. F. Rels and J. M. Carman.
Frank J. Keefe. a clerk In the gen
eral offlcei-- : of the Santa Fe Central
railway, returned .Monday night from
his former home in Columbus, Ohio,
where he spent a month's vacation
He was accompanied by his mother
who will make her home there with
her on In the future.

A GoxmI Liniment.
When you need a good reliable
try Chamberlain's
Pain
liniment
Halm, it has no superior for sprains
ami swelllngf. A niece of flannel
sllghtened dampened
with
Pain
Balm is superior to a plaster for
lame bark or pains in the side or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest pos
sible, tor sale by ail druggists.
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TO 50 PER CENT SAVED.

III AFRICAN

WILDS
By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

Tourist Is Making a Model
Farm Despite Adverse
Conditions.

..

too crowded
America Is getting
for Americans who hanker after a
life of unconventional freedom and
The "wild and woolly
adventure.
west" appears to be played out except as a field for sensational Action.
Those Americans who want
novelty "and excitement with plenty
sport,
and a chance, too, to Inof
dulge in the national game of making money, now have to seek, the
Kratltlcatlon of their desires elsewhere.
That Is the reason W. Northrup
McMillan, an American millionaire
and a son of the late Senator James
McMillan of Michigan, has established his headquarters In the wilds of
British East Africa. There he ha
wn Immense farm which It Is his ambition to make one of the most up to
date on the globe. Just at present
he Is making a hurried trip to California, having passed through
the
city Sunday. He came to this country to attend the wedding In Massachusetts of his islster to Sir John
Harrington, the British minister to
the court of King Menelik of Ahys-Kinl- a,
and Is now enjoying a vacation.
Mr. McMillan has made a reputation as a great traveler and big game
hunter and It Is perhaps appropriate
that he xhould settle down In what
was a few years ago the least known
portion of the world, but which
promises soon to become one of
Great Britain's most prosperous colonies.
Tlo Former Homo of "Juju."
His property in East Africa Is
situated near Nairobi on the line of
the new Uganda railway. It constats
of 20,000 acres and really comprises
two farms, the Juju and the Juja
farms. The name "Juju" ks familiar
to all readers of the romances of
South Africa. It Is the name given
to- the terrible "medicine"
or niaglo
the natives and its human sacrifices and other dark rites have furnished the basis of many a thrilling
tale. It takes its name from the
district now covered by Mr. McMillan's farm and Juja Is the adjoining
district In which similar ritea were
practiced. The seat of the Great Ju-j- u
or evil spirit. Is almost In the
geographical center of Mr. McMillan's property.
In this district, where only a few
years ago degraded negroes practiced
their terrible rites In swamps and
Jungles, there are today a group of
the most modern buildings. An Ice
plant occupies the site of the great
hut which served as the temple of
Juju and close beside It is an electric light and power plant. Arc lamps
light up what were the dark places
of the Jungle and the plant furnishes
power for driving mills and al kinds
of electrical machinery.' The natives now bring their corn to be
ground In Mr. McMillan's mill on
the spot where only a few years ago
they brought their human sacrifices
to Juju.
Motor Cars for Bud Itoada.
The latent additions to the equipment of these Americanized farms
are two motor cars which have Just
been completed In England for Mr.
McMillan,
They have been
farm.
built after Mr. McMillan's own designs and are specially constructed
to meet the requirements of this out
of the way corner of the world.
There are no roads worthy of the
name. The only substitute for roads
are the rough paths beaten hard by
the bare feet of countless thousand
of negroes and deeply rutted by the
native bullock wagons. There are no
bridges and the "roads' 'are frequently Intersected by streams and rivers
which have to be forded. The two
cars are built so that they can ford
a stream three feet deep without
afTecting the machinery, and they are
hung to high that the deepest ruts
or the stumps which are found at
frequent Intervals threaten no Injury
to the chassis. Of course pneumanic
tires are Impossible In such a country
and both cars are equipped with
solid tires, but the place of the pneumatics Is taken by xtra long springs
which do their work well. Each car
to fitted both at front and back with
heavy .teel rings with chains attached, to which bullock teams may
be hitched in case the car gets hopelessly stuck in a swamp or in the
sand.
llOTKlj AKUIVA I.S.
Alva ratio.
E. C. Hutter. Los Angeles; F. H.
Barber, Lynn, Mass.; Les W. Place.
Hamilton, Ohio; L. E. Durall,
El
Paso; M. Lurhter. Kansas City; L.
MoCanahan. Las Vegas; Cieo. Hawks-wortLas Vegas; H.
Johnson, Los
Angeles; O. H. Van Stone, Estancia;
N. Knight. Kansas City; C.
E.
Buchert. El Paso; I). It. M. Williams. San Francisco; V. E. Church,
Ogdenburg. N. Y.; H. D. Wellington,
Denver; H. Noah. New York; Phil
Thomas, Las Vegas.
h,
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RETAIL
DEPARTMENT
WHITNEY COMPAY'S
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms
Cash

needed
FAVORS NEW THEORY

Gross

CasH

& Co.

ECelly

E. H. Lambert, of Everett, Massachus-

(Incorporated)

:

etts, Believes Stomach
the Seat of Life.
OnA

tt t n mnat n t Arf.lt n a state
made recently concerning the
Vi

'I

I

ments
much discussed Cooper theory, that
has spread over the country during
the past year. Is made by E. H.
a retired business man.
Lambert,
whose home Is at 115 Francis street,
Everett, Mass.
Mr. Lambert has this to say In
with Cooper and his
connection
an article .about this man Cooper,
In which he claimed that stomach
for
trouble was directly responsible say
most HI health. He went on to
that, altnougn
aia
nis meaicine
thA tnmnr'h in sound
nnihln. Kut
' In
cases,
many
It
would
condition.
remove money ana liver itoudib mm
He argued
various other ailments.
the
from this that the stomachm n AwasatAtpd
atrlrnctu
main nsniA
his
that the success he has had with
medicines was due entirety xo mis
fact.
"I am now fully convinced that
this theory U correct and believe
Cooper has a really remaraaoie
medicine, judging from my own experience.
DOZEN

FOR

vti
oetnJJ s

t

comfortable

When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That Is simply a makeshift. Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop'.
Restorative. The Restorative Is prepared expressly for these weak Inside nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come. Free
sample tent sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
Is surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.

'8

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

INCHES

A RIOT

Louisville, Ky.. Nov. 19. Two po
licemen were Injured by bricks, five
men arrested and a number of per
sons clubbed as the result of a riot
ous demonstration made by striking
street car employes and their friends
this afternoon.
A mass meeting of strike sympa
thizer was held this afternoon at
hall In the central part of the city
at which heated speeches were
made, but the crowd did not become
fired until an address was delivered
by the wife of a discharged conduc
tor.
Her remarks so worked on the
feelings of the assemblage that when
the meeting was broken up an Impromptu parade of over 2.000 persona was formed and marched about
the business district.
There was a
large sprinkling of women In line
and they incited the crowd to stone
the cars.

Mr-Cre- a.

UECILAICK CO.,

$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
C Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLlh
121

Gross

ECelly

& Co

(Incorporated)

Railroad Avtoou

Direct Route
W.

TO

A

S11-S1-

S

L,lvery
West Sliver

4. PATTERSON

ax-x-ci

Avenue.

Boarding

AXJIUQL'KRQCK.

fcitea

tl

Telephone SI.

NEW MEXICO.

EXCURSION
To

Phoenix, Ariz.

NOVEMBER 10 to 1607

Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-ou- t

NOVEMBER

Every Woman

wu-pi-

V

ihro-t'-.i- i

Atlanta,

C.

fflm

NOTU'K
will and tentament of Jacob
Lat
Iyoeb.s,
Loebs,
deceased, 10 Annie
executrix. Edith A. Loebs. Roy J.
Loebs, K. Kaymond Loebs, Hilda M.
Iebn, Mary Iuiie lebs, Frances
H. Loebs and to all whom It may
concern.
You are hereby notified that the
alleged last will and testament of
Jacob Loebg, late of the county of
Hernallllo and territory of New Mex
ico, deceased, has been
produced
and read In the probate court of the
county of Ue.rnallllo,
territory of
New Mexico,
at a regular term
thereof, held on the fourth day of
November. 1407, and the day of the
proving of said alleged last will and
testament was by order of Judge of
said court thereupon fixed for .Monday, the 9ih day of December, A.
V. 1907, term of said court, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon of said day.
Oiven under my hand and the seal
of this court, this 4th day of November, A. D. 107.
A. B. WALKER,
(Seal)
Probata Clerk.
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and Return
account of the

MotlirirlMt Minister Recommends
l luunlM'ruUn s lough Remedy.
We have
used
Chamberlain's
M UOrTnstuxl ud thould know
Lough Remedy in our home for seven
years, and it has always proved to
Spray
kMARVELWh.ri.nl
be a reliable
remedy.
We havs
Ibm umw Yia.i
IlfAt Jl UM (' OUT tul
found that It would do more than
le, t. U Clrli
the manufacturers claim for It. It
is especlaly good for croup and
VfMir rtriitfsriat fnr It
Aia
whooping cough.
U
If U eai.not
il 4 K K I., a. rpt do
Rev. James A. Lewis,
uunr, DDI ftpna aiAinp iur
Pastor Mllaca. Minn.. M. C. Church. Illustrated
book
iet. It
t'hamberlatn's Cough Remedy is full
nartlnni&Hi
in.
mill di to UillM.
II Alt KL I .
soia uy an druggists.
44La.t IUirMW HfcW .Jtk.

g.

eSiOfJ ID

S400

)xfords,

Denver&RioGrande

.

THE

"

Tlie Mining Camps of Colorado,
A Hard Debt In Pa v.
I tali and Nevada; to Ifcviver, Colo"I owe a debt of gratitude that rado Kprlngg and Pueblo Is via tlie
can never be paid off." writes a. B.
Clark, of Westfleld, Iowa, for my
rescue irom aeain, Dy ur. Kings
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced tak
RAILWAY
ing New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
nrst bottle used, and two more bot Through tlie fertile San Luis Valley,
tles made a complete cure." Noth- al 10 to Uie ban Juan county 01 Colo- ing has ever equaled New Discovery rauo.
for coughs, colds and all throat and lor Information as to rulea, train
lung complaint.
by service, deMcrintive literature,
Guaranteed
etc.,
an drugglts, 50c and $1.00. Trial can on or address
hotte free.
F. H. McJiniDE,
o
Agent, Santa IV, N. M.
Eat your Sunday dinner at the S. K. HOOPKK,
Home Restaurant.
Big turkey ar- G. I. & T. A, Denver. Colo.
rair.

them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
Cruntl (Viiti-uldanger
and fear that she looks forward
J. S. Clark, I.as Vein; A. Strlgel.
Las Vega.: J. A. Dlrksmi. Las Vegas;
critical
to
hour with apprehension
the
A. (1. Hagley, Trinidad: P. U.
and dread. Mother's Friend, br its pene
IVniing; W. W. Liggett. Battle
Creek. Mich.; C. C. McLane, Las Vetrating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
gas.
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for tht
The finest Coftee Substitute ever
made, has recently been produced by ordeal that she passes through
You
lr. Shoop of Racine, Wis.
don't have to boll it twenty or thirty the event safely and with but
In
a
n'inutes. "Made
minute" says little suffering, as numbers have
the doctor. "Health Coffee" is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
testified and said, "it is worth
yet produced. Not a grain of real
CofTee in it either.
Health Coffee its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Imitation U made from pure toasted bottle of druggists.
Book containing
cereals or grams, with malt, nuts,
etc.
Really it would fool an expert valuable information mailed free.

M. K. Hunt. Santa Fe; N. Y.
s:lnta Fe; Iouis Cluyot. St.
Louis; s. McQueen Gray, Carlsbad;
J. F. TriAdale, Helen.

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

SPEECH

-Delegate Andrews Secures the
proval of Twelve OluinM for Territorial Veterans.
Another even dozen pensions can
be credited to the long list Delegate
W. H. Andrews has secured for New
Mexico veterans by his gooa work
They are as
before the department.
follows:
William E. Doyle. Ft. Bayard, $30
per month from September 6, 1907.
William P. Rogers, Raton. $12
per month Trom March 8, 1907.
Charles S. Bonsall. Old Albuquer
que, $12 per month from March 11,
1907.
Antonchlco,
Benavldes.
Ramon
$15 per month from March 6, 1907.
per
Milton Harrison, Leon, $15
month from March 2. 1907.
Wagon
Trujlllo,
Juan Antonio
Mound, $12 per month from March
5,
1907, and $15 pur month from
August 26. 1907.
Schuyler
Smith,
Frultland. $12
per month from March 5, 1907.
Felix Garcia, Chaperlto, $12 per
month from March 13, 1907.
Ft. Bayard,
Charles VanBeven,
, 1907.
$17 per month from August
Julian Lucero, East Las Vegas,
$12 per month from March i, 1907.
per
$12
Frederick Kohl, Aztec.
month from March 8, 1907.

Grocers

aching

NEW MEXICANS
Ap-

Wholesale

"I have been a sick man for five
with tht
years. Three years ago I wa told
by a physician that 1 had Brlght's
The flexible sole Red Crosi
disease of the kidneys. I have treated constantly for thlji trouble since, Shoe
if
without results.
After reading the
from
article I have mentioned, I purchas'he
start.
medied some of this man Cooper's
cine. I have been astounded by what
The burning and
it has done for me. I was relieved
to some extent wtfhin 24 hours. To- :nused by stiff soles and the
day my health Is better than for Ave
years, and so far as I can tell, my jsvils of thin soles ate prekidney trouble has disappeared.
sented by the Red Crc ss. It
"My v'.le who had stomach troutnables
ble for ,ome time, tried the preparaa woman to be on her
tion after noting Its action in my
case, and her Improvement Is fully Feet for hours at a time with
as marked as mine. She now eats :omfort.
heartily three times a day without
any distress whatsoever.
Her nerv- A
stylish
ousness has also left her. I certainly believe thia man's success Is fully
justified, as he undoubtedly has a shoe that's
wonderful medicine."
We will gladly describe the re- absolutely
markable record made by the Cooper medicines to all who wish to Tomfortcble
know of them. J. H. O'Rlelly Co.,
Second and Central.
WOMAN'S

PENSIONS

cago.

were he to unknowingly drink It
for Coffee. Soli by all dealers.

Terms

No Breaking-i- n

BUSINESS MAN

o
E. T. Collins. St. Louis;
H. C.
.tubling. St. Louis; F. KlaU. La" Ve- TIIT3 CLEANERS COMBINATION
gas; A. I. Higgins, St. Joseph, Mich.:
The Brown and Thorntons have
T. Chenn, St. Louis; M.
Martlner, Joined hands the Browns do the
Cuba, N. M.; E. Lucoro. Bernalillo.
cleaning and pressing, and you know
what Thornton does. Just call ThornSavoy.
ton and the Browns will
the rest
fiwen Wilson. Winlow. Ariz.; S. 121 North Third street. do
'Phone 460.
Sanchez and wife; W. W. Nichols.
Itelen: B. E. Will. Kansas City;
K P. Welt, Helen; E. O. Collins, Chi-

Paud-dln-

Sale of

naft

$17.85
HOUND

TRIP

M

1 1

tIM

SUCCESS

THIRD ARIZONA

TERRITORIAL FAIR

1 1

THEY SAT NOTHING SUCCEED

LIKE

SOOCESS.

I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.

BUT IN ORDER TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO S COCKED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND ANOTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FUR-

THINGS.

GOOD KOR RETURN

18, 1007

No Stopovers Allowed

NISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSA& OF
OUR COLUMNS WILI SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A IX) NO WAY

Ws Are Ghd to Answer Questions.

T, E. Purdy

TO-

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

IT PAY$ TO ADVERTISE

Agent
A

L&S.F.

Coast Lines
Best remedy for mother to use Is
Kennedy' Laxative Cough Syrup. It
taste nearly as good a maple sugar.
It contain no opiates. Sold by J. II.
O'Rlelly.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVEOTNO

DITIZEU.

TrKSO.W, XOVRMHKB

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

THE' ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

F. H. STRONG

There are about a many conceptions aa to whst constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
That, place is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
for.
Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico. are looking
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.

published daily and weekly

By the

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

go as you please.
Tou'Il find plenty of company there, agreeable

Enured

tut

srtcond-rln-

m

matter at

ndnr Act of Congress of March

....

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE, RUGS
AM0NQ

and refined. If you are
Conditions Ideal for re

$5.00
50

THANKSGIVING

PREPARATIONS

dining room furniture Is particularly
essential, and In view of this fact
we have selected a very desirable line
of elegant and artistic dining tables,
chairs and sideboards. An early Inspection should be made, as the price
we are asking for such superior furniture makes them a moat desirable
See our line of handdecoration.
some chinaware
at prices beyond
competition.

sociably inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
WAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particular!), or address The
Valley Ranch.

SUBSCRIPTION' RATES
One year by mall In atlriMm
One month by mall
One month by carrier within city limits

1, 107.

.DO

Uto Fortoffloe of Albuquerque, X. M.,

S, J 879.

111 u strafed, dally
newspaper In New Mexico and the beat
medium of tlio Southwest.

Tba only

nui uomg uuroi Dusiness

THK AIJlCQITSItQCE CITIZEN IS:
Ttie leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
' Tine adwente of Hepnblloan principle
and tlie "Square Deal."

THE AMUTQrERQ03 flTIZES II AS:
The finest equipped Job department
Hie latet report by Associated Prt

We Meet All Competition!!

.

In New Mexico.

and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET TID3 NEWS ITBST."

Buifding a tJovon

Smells

?

a few year since the first determined effort was mad
It
to settle Kansas and Nebraska.
Less time has passed since the state builder " set foot In' Oklahoma. Ok'
.
lahoma I now a state.
because It Is
mentioned
above
to
facts
the
The Cltlaen calls attention
,
right lr line with what Is taking place in Mew Mexico.
Today The Citizen devotes a page to another portion of the fertile EsIt Is telling of the building
wonder of the farming age.
tancla vallejv-t-' he
of a town.
Willard,.. New Mexico, and the country surrounding Is another part of
the Oreat American Desert which less than twenty years ago we were
...
..
taught covered the whole of New Mexico.
and some dosen
In fact, there were nothing but a few little a shacks'ago
that one does
time
aheep ranches In the vicinity of Willard eo short,
not like to refer to It,
It
iWillard of today, however, li an entirely different proposition.
has not grown up in a night with a boom either, but a set of
progressive business men have placed substantial buildings where adobe
sheds 'once stood and two railroads now foim a Junction upon the townisite.
Iti fact, Willard has come to stay, and it forms one of the busiest little
towns In the whole territory, where a few years ago there was practically
'
.
nothing.
fThe building of a town is much like the training of a child of tender
years.
It is a tak that Imposes a considerable burden upon those who
undertake H and a poor town Is as much a result of poor management as
... .
of poor opportunities.
It grew
"Willard Is the outgrowth of a necessity not of speculation.
to be a town because, the settlement of the surrounding country demanded
a trade center.
That was what Willard originally was, a busy little trade eenter. Then
hove In sight and before Willard realized what had hapthe Belen cut-oIts Importance will Inpened; It became an Important railroad point.
and more trains
crease' with the operation of regular trains over the cut-o' '"
over the Santa Fe Central.
grew because
valley,
grew
as
Estancla
naturally
the
Willard
Just
6o
the natural conditions of development and wealth were on every hand and
,
a kind fate aided. ... ...
Surrounding Willard are hundreds and hundred ofthe- best claims.ln.
.the Estancla' valley.' Water can be found at a depth of only a few fet
and windmills 'are everywhere to be seen,
But The Citizen doea not Intend to comment upon the town nor its rich
;
tributary farm lands here.
The story ha been told well told by The Citizen's staff representative
who visited the thriving little railroad hub and Its territory. He saw .conditions as they actually existed, and he told what he saw In a clear, .straightThere Is no exaggeration, and no coloring.
forward manner.
This paper has already told of the Estancla district," and now It tella of
Willard. There is a certain slmlliarity throughout the whole valley, but each
locality has that. In which it takes especial pride and Justly eo.
r
The pride of Willard is in Willard, and those who read what The Citl-ereporter, haa written will understand why. Just as in the case of Es'
'
tancla.
Albuquerque people especially will do well to give the matter attention
tor the Estancla valley has already become a trade center which this city
can not afford to neglect.
Within five years It will undoubtedly be the wealthiest trade district
tributary to our city, and Willard bids fair to grow ahead of the valley.

Ail Stoves and Ranges

Fancy Smoked Salmon
Fancy Smoked Halibut
Smoked Lunch Herring
German White Fish is brina
Tongues and Sounds
Smoked White Fish

Salmon
- Channel Cat Fish
White Fish
Red Snapper
Trout

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

has only been

1

25

Di scotint
6 inch Stove pipe 6 inch Stove pipe elbows -

.Thanksgiving SaJeCatli

-

Sem

9c Toint
8c Joint

Our Elegant Line of

Holiday Cutlery
AND

,

See

Our

Carvers

Prices Before Buying

upon

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

,
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Filed for Record.

hard-workin- g,

Deetln

i

C
1
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Broadway Liand & Improve- ment Co. to Nicholas Casulll,
lots 3, 4, 5. 6, block 40, and lot
5, block
L, Eastern
addition.
$675.
jMcnoias ssaDeara and wire to
Tranqullino Lopez, a piece of
land in the plaza ol Los Buret- - '
las, $105.
Jesus O. Sedillo to Tranquil- ino Lopez, a piece of land In
Barelas, $30.
V
A. A. Henry
and wife to
'Manuel S. Pino, lots 3, 4 and "
north 40 feet of lot 6, block B,
N. T. Armljo addition No.
2,

t

$1,096.

t

For
The Baby

BAPTIST
UNDER

Best Quality
Bear Skin
Cioakings

fllttttlllitl

purhalng

DIFFICULTY

Man Weriii Vnlform of Artillery
Service Took Several Drlnk-- i Too
.Many and Then lroeeelel to
Drill on uon nt liOt for Hencllt
of Spectator" Could Not
JU'hm.v Himself With
Omduct ami
Was Arrested.

MINISTER

IS

FATHER SHERMAN

DE-

LIVERS SECOND LECTURE

SHOWERED WITH

Rev. Father Thomas E. Sherman
delivered the second lecture of his
y
series on "The Philosophy
of Religion," In St. Mary's hall last
evening, announcing as his subject
"The Nature of the Soul." He was
greeted with a large and attentive
audience, among which were a num- -.
ber of persons prominent in denominations other than his own.
The speaker dealt exclusively with
EMl.O VI JOB HUUJCCl UTHW- lng iuunai
his conclusions
from
natural
sources alone and building around
the various eteps'.ol his argument a
mass of seemingly lncontrovertable
evidence. His point were, the existence ;of the spul. .its eternal "nature and its liberty .and consequent
responsibility.
The most striking and convincing
of his deductions
was that which
dealt with the etrnal life of the
spirit, and under which he showed
that were the Boul of man subject to
death as is his body such a thing as
complete happiness would be Impos
sible and as a consequence creation
a failure.
Father Sherman is not alone interesting on account of his distinguished father, but has an individuality tempered by the union between two great American family
lines. While he retains many of the
physical features of both his father
and uncle, the influence of his pious
mother are also dlscernable both In
his voice and manner. In his public
appearance he makes no attempt at
oratory, but disclaiming with ap-- .
parent ilmpatlence the artificiality of
the convention lecturer launches at
once Into his subject, the relation
between himself and his audience
soon assuming the aspect of a class
In the presence
ot an interesting
teacher.
are
lectures
Father Sherman's
well worth hearing and under their
Influence one Is soon brought to understand that there is such a thing
as scientific theolosry and that t"i-kin- d
is not obliged to grope wildly
In the dark
un
Its fiirni-less it choose so to do. The lectures will continue during the week
and are free.
six-da-

Blghty of the members
of the
First Baptist church perpetrated a
surprise on their pastor, Rev. John
A. Shaw, last night, coming unannounced to his home, 614 South
High street, laden with baskets of
good thins to eat and prepared to
spend an enjoyable evening.
The feature of the party was the
chicken shower and there was a
veritable downpour of chickens In
Kev. Shaw's hennery.
Each family
brought a chicken and when they
all arrived the population
of Kev.
Shaw's chicken house waa Increased
by forty.
There was speaking by several of
the prominent members. Rev. W. H.
Klshel, Dr. Alice Rice, of Las VeVas,
and Dr. 8. L. Burton making short
laixs. Kev. snaw responded with a
brief address. Several musical numbers were furnished by members of
the church choir.
A
lunch was
served.

50 inches wide, worth
A man wearing the1" uniform of a
states artilleryman, afforded
United
Fresh sweet apple cider at Rich
yard.
Colors
$3.50
a half hour's entertainment to some
elieu Grocery
half dozen residents of the north
New Jersey sweet potatoes at the
Navy, Brown,
side the other day by executing
Richelieu grocery.
alone
and single handed some very
Tan, Grey, also White
A marriage license was issued to- At
maneuver.
difficult infantry
N.
A.
O.
Mon
tiarracino
and
Matb
Ijast they appeared to be difficult
tana.
at the special low price
artilleryman
who found It
for the
On, and after this day hack fare
his equilibrium
hard to maintain
n city limits wll be 60 cents. W. L.
owing to a few drinks too many.
The man was evidently one of a
Trimble & Co.
party
of soldiers which passed
There will be a regular meeting of
.hrough here recently and his desire
the Fraternal Order of Eagles at the
to refresh himself with a few extra
,
.
KM Men g hail tonight.
drinks probably cau: ed him to miss
Frank Hunter, the call boy who
the train.
was struck by a switch engine in the
At all events, according to one of
Santa Fe yards yesterday, loosing his
the spectators, the gallant defender
rlgnt hand and half of his right foot,
of
Uncle Sam finally landed on a vawas resting easy at the Coast Lines
cant lot over on the north side, well
hospital today.
Jagged and ready for duty.
iDon't fall to hear the McBrlde re
He was forced to play a dual role THE JTTGirEST
QtAMTY AT THE
cital at the Presbyterian church to
of officer and company but
those
night. This will be Mr. McBrlde's
lAJWlXT rOKSIBLiK PRICES.
who paw htm say he succeeded adonly appearance in Albuquerque, as
on
Rubber
sine weather strlDS.
mirably considering all the circumne win leave immediately alter the
per strip
,
6c
stances. He ordered himself to fall
squares
concert for the east.
15c
In line, right dress and form com70c, 80c. 90c
pany, all of which he did In due form Dlsston levels
The ladles of St. John's Guild will
give a tea at the residence of Mrs.
although his feet did not always get Brass bird cages ....$1.50 to $2.00
Albuquerque, N. M.
New pack herring, per keg.... $1.15
E. R. Edgar, South Third street, on
together with military precision.
He New pack mackeral, per pall.. $1.50
Then he Btarted to march.
ihursduy afternoon from 2 till 6
10c
made fair progress until he gave New mince meat, per pkg
o'clock. A table of home cooking x
cans of French sardines
oe
46c
one ol the attractions.
himself the order to double time
win
will
We
a
receive
choice
across
to
lot
of
run
the
when
he
started
Articles of Incorporation for the
A rather amusing story Is told on a man who went Into a hardware
improvised parade ground at an angle dressed turkeys for Thanksgiving.
Brewery & Ice com
tore of a neighboring town and wished to purchase an axe, says an Ohio Albuquerque
forty-five
THE MAZE,
degrees. A sudden order
of
TELEGRAPHIC
were filed In the office of the
MARKETS
paper... Being ahown the article and informed that the price was $1.15 he pany
Wm. Kleke, Irortetor.
to "Halt!" brought him to such a
probate clerk this afternoon. Henry
stop
the
aald:
fell
to
sudden
he
that
G. Lroppleman,
of Louisville, Ky.,
He Fought at oettyshtirg.
house for and D. K. B. Sellers
ground. It took him some time to
"Why, I can get the lame kind of an axe from a mail-ordand E. W. Dob
David Parker, of Fayette. N. Y..
get back Into military position and
St. IxtuN Wool Market.
son, of Albuquerque, were named as
90 cents"
St. LouIh, Nov. 1. Wool steady; he then proceeded to call himself who lost a foot at Gettysburg,mewrites:
"Very well," said the hardware man "I will give It to you for the same Incorporators.
The company is cap unchanged.
more
out in front of the company and Electric Bitters have done
Utilized at $200,000.
price provided that you will do the same with me as you would with them.
give himself a very severe calling good than any medicine I ever took.
The Calumet club, recently organ
years
For
several
I
had
stomach
"All right," replied the customer aa he handed over a dollar bill, the
unsoldierly
down
his
Ha
conduct.
for
Nt. IamiI Spelter Market.
ized by members of the Knight.- of
and paid out much money
merchant giving him back ten cents In change.
St. Louis, Nov. IS. Spelter dull. tried to explain to hiiluself that he trouble,
will give its first enter
slipped
his excuse would not do, for medicine to little purpose, until
"Now," said the hardware man, "I want 26 cents more to pay express Columbus, tomorrow
but
M.5
night
began
tainment
the
Red
at
Electric Bitters.
I
your
axe cost Men s
and he at length settled the matter would nottaking $500
charges." which the purchaser gave him. "How much did
hall. The club has been in
for what they
take
by gravely Informing himself that he
Xeiv York Metal Market.
ou?"
vited to attend the lecture of Father
have done for me." Grand tonic for
iNew York. Nov. 19. leud weak, was drunk and that he ought to be the aged
"One dollar and fifteen cents," the man answered.
Tom Sherman at St. Mary's hall and
and for female weakness.
Number of girls and women want4.40; hake copper weak, J 13 locked up.
"Very good; now give me the five cents more for money order teas and m entertainment at the Red Men s I4.35W
Great alterative and body builder; ed to paste samples on sample cards.
would
locked
have
Doubtless
he
ji13.25;
silver
over.
begin
will
hail
not
6J4c
cure for lame oack and weak Call Nov. 20th. Rio Grande Woolen
until 8:45 o'clock.
postage,'! which the purchaser had to hand
himself up had there been a guard sure
This will be the first social meeting
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all drug Mills Co., Mountain Road and Rail"Now" how much did your axe cost you T
house handy but as there wasn't he gists.
New
Money
York
Market.
by
to
of
a
be
series
50c.
held
club
the
road track..
customer.
placed himself under arrest and
"One dollar and twenty cents," said the
Money
on
New
York,
Nov.
IS.
gravely marched away with himself
"Not ko cheap after all," said the merchant, whereupon he picked up mis winter.
tt per cent; ruling rate
call,
firm.
Mi
A. Hubbell left last evening 7 per
In the direction of
the nearest
cent.
the axe. towed It .back on the shelf and tpld the customer to call for it in forFrank
Denver, Colo.,
drink emporium, while the spectators
be will
ten days, as that would be as soon as he could get it If he had ordered it cicse the sale for where
of
15.000
applauded.
'head
Cliieawt Uvestoek.
house.
from the mall-ordlambs, Involving a cash transfer of
Chicago. Nov. 19. Cattle receipts
'ne Wines, Liquors & Cigars
over $65,000.
This is one of the 10,000. Market
10c lower,
to
weak
large
largest
a
In
scale
to
housekeeping
la
be
year
tried
of
sales
lambs made this
Ah. attempt at
$3.00 fi 6.60; cows and heifers
H.H. Samuels, Prop.
9
THE LITTLE MINISTER"
.ew Mexico. Mr. Huubell, who fieeves
at ttard.n Citv. Letchworth. England, toe plan embracing some novel in
tl.20ifr4.K5; Texan $3.25 to 4.00; calranges
has
on
been
the
western
in
quad
a
a
half
of
sides
and
points.
7.00; western $3.10 5. 00;
The houses are to iie built about three
115 WeSt Central AYe.
county for ten days Inspect ves lo.OOto
Free Lunch Day and Night
rangle.
and feeders $2.25 4. 4G.
house separate, except that there will be a common dining hall. Socorro
Ihg the flocks prior to arranging the stockers
THE BILL TONIGHT
IS
easy.
Hheep
receipts
15,000.
building,
Market
In
connected
quarters,
central
will
be
a
Thl. with the servants'
never
sale,
evening
he
said
last
that
may be eaten In the saw the rariye In better condition and Western $ 2.00 ji 5. 10 ; yearlings $4.50
.Meals
with each house bv a roofed cloaier.
5.5(1; lambs $4.O06.00;
western
charge, may be served the sieep look the best he ever saw $'.i1.00
or,
small extra
room
for a
common
(it 6.50.
Tonight the Wolford Stock Comto
year.
be
at
$100
is
from
them
this
time
of
houses
separate
of
the
the
rent
house. The
In the
pany will present for the first time
so
practice,
may
musical
for
provided
year.
special
A
be
place
Kuiisiw Clt'- I.lveKtock.
to $225 a
In Albuquerque J. M. Harriets cele
Kansas City, Nov. IS). Cattle re brated drama "The Little Minister
tenants may be freed from annoyance, and there will
that the
14,000.
10c
eelpts
lower.
separate
play
Market
a
on
whom
children,
pets,
none
for
with Mamie Sheridan
on
Wolford as
but
be restrictions
Southern steers $2. SO iv 4.10; southern "Lidie Hobble." This is the play In
It is said tha
around with all modern improvements will be provided.
feedcows
$1.65di
3.00;
stockers ami
which Maude Adams made here fa
plan will pay, as already there
there Is little doubt but that the
AT THE LOBBY ers $2. lodi 3.75; bulls $2.103.75: mous record at the Empire theatre
.
have been a great number of applications for houses, many of the appliea
western steers In New York City, where she ran
calves $3.25iii6.50;
tlons coming from retired army and navy officers.
$3.254i4.25; western cowj $2.00W BtiO consecutive niyhts to more paid
3.50.
admissions than any other star ever
The boarding houses o.f AlbuquerJ
Sheep
receipts 11.000. Market played to, until the production
or
The city council will likely raise the price of saloon licenses to 1 1,500 que are about to file Indignation pa;
lambs "The Music Master" four years later.
pers against the Ixbbv saloon, on weak. Muttons $ 4.00 it 4.65
by The Citizen some time ago as a fair means of meet
This was
$5.(MI (ji 6.15; range
wethers $3.MKl
By the charge of damaging their busiThe Wolford Stock Company
Ing the deficit which would result from the abolishment of gambling.
$3.00(1)
ness.
the only repertoire company in the
Vuu see, the new proprietor, 4.75; stockers and feeders
adopting this means of nieeUng the demand, the city council will work a 11.
4.50.
west
who play thbi piece, Manager
H.
is a believer In the
hardship on no one particularly, and will not Uamag the saloon business doctrineSamuels,
K. L. Paul, of the Wolford
Stock
"a whole loaf or no
you looking ror somemmg? Re- Company,
A higher saloon licence will perhaps bread.' 'usof applied
Are
conducted along legitimate lines.
having secured the piece
to the free lunch member the want columns of The
operate to rloae out a few dealers who sell cheap liquor at cheap prices, question. Furthermore,
playing
it as
of
he does not Evening Citizen are for your especial with the intention
In fuct, fewer saloons conducted stop with bread, by any means,
but such resorts will not be missed.
but benefit. It talks to ths people and a one night stand piece but being
unable to secure ratlsfactory time for
along proper lines, will result In better busines for the proprietors of the keeps a layout on hand all the time, they talk to you.
day and night, that bids fair to
it is usintr it in his repertoire com
better saloons, choice grades of liuors for the consumers and better pro- transform
pany. The Wolfords carry a full cast
his
saloon Into a boardCheap saloons are no benefit and no credit to any ing
tection for the public.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
and special scenery and according to
He is now actively enThe large saloons of Albuquerque will gagedhouse.
city and they will not be missed.
have as complete a
in the installation of a new FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for our exchanges,
be benefited by a higher license and the owners of mall Joints of question- sieam stable,
ever seen in the
as
and then hot meals
light housekeeping to suit tenant. production
one
nighters.
performance last
will be served. All you need to do
able reputation will not be able to stay in business.
The
Coal
104
Apply
Mrs.
East
Morris,
night was well attended and heartily
is id g Hi ana buy a glass or beer,
avenue.
enjoyed.
This Is fine weather for ducks; fine weather for the shoe man; fine and he throws a good, square, hot
meal into the bargain. This come
Number of girls anl women want"weather for the sheep man; fine weather for the cattleman; fine weather very
Number of girls and women want
your
to
cheaper
much
buy
sample
paste
to
on
than
cards.
ed
samples
for the farmer; fine weather for the whole territory of New Mexico but beer at one place, and your meals
paste samples on sample cards.
Call Nov. St'th. Rio Grande Woolen ed to Nov.
Oee, how muddy It Is!
at another.
Rio Grande Woolen
Call
20th.
ltull-road
econMills Co., Mountain Road and
.
Mills
U reported that he Is alo conCo..
Mountain Road and Hall
It
track.-year
when a man hakes the templating the advisability a.' furroad truck.".
This U the sad but sacred season of the
DeWltt's little Early Risers are
moth balls out of his last year's overcoat, and wonders If ho can make It nishing lodgings with the glag of
You will certainly catch a cold If
beer, but at the present writing this the best pills made. Sold by J. H.
last another winter. ......).
your feet get dump. Avoid this risk
report has not been officially con- O'Rlelly.
'
by
buying a pair of our rubber shoes
n
firmed.
he is a good fellow
There are two things to which New Mexico Is looking forward Con-gro- generally, Then
All sixes for men. women.
A WANT AD
"busiCosta nut a few cents or boots.
while
he
has
arid
us
give
a
Christmas ness" written all over him, he alao
Wonder If Congress would
and Christmas.
but a few lines In The Citizen will and children. O. May's iihoe Store,
314 West Central avenue.
bring you what you want
present ?
has an eye out for a good time.
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is hereby given

that

my entire stock of
groceries at 22 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,
November 15. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good. It means
omy without privation.
C. N. BRIGHAM

V
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Keeping stop with
of tlc
Country, we are carrying
line of
suitable for
Annlvorenry
Gifts.
Wedding,
and
Holiday.
Brilliant Cut Glau,
Dainty Hand Painted China, Ktcli Leather (lauds. Dainty lvr-fnniIn Cut Glass Motile, Toilet Setn, Miaving 8rt, Toilet Waters
ItniHltea, Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieecs or sots. Handling these goods In large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
N. B. Our Prescription and Drug Department always In charge
of expert registered pharmacists.

Clob House, Goods will
soit yoo exactly. Yon
will find them the best
yot ever used. Clob
House customers never

JUDGE

GIVES BLUE

ABBOTT

LAW CASES

ARE

THROWN OUT OF

A. J. MALOY

20

a

214 Central Avenue

,

and TOMATO SOT
with your meals
at the

Columbus
Hotel
"

Work weli done no 4elajrt;
At prices you can' surely pay.
State your plan and he will fit it
And you'll be glad that

4

"STACY DID IT
Phono 741.

J. R. Field

825 SontJh 2nd St.

is in the Picture

Framing Business at 515
South First Street All Kinds
of Mat Cutting, and Picture
Frames Made to Order.

French
Bakery
Bread and Cakes
ARE GETTING FAMOUS

That s the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make
Edwards

&

I

For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

Prohibitive License to be
Placed on Slot Machines.
No Slot 'Phones Go.

The disappearance of Harry Huck,
For the purpose of Increasing the
the eccentric sheep raiser of San city's revenues the council last night
Rafael, N. M., announced in The Clti-e- n instructed City Attorney Hickey to
several months ago but said at draw up ordinances raising the lithe time by friends of Huck to be censing for saloons over even times
another of the millionaire shepherd's the present amount and placing an
eccentric nights, has taken on a very almost prohibitive tax on slot maserious aspect, according to a story chines, on which the ban was not
printed in the Chicago American, of placed in the
act.
Saturday, November 11th.
Councilman Harrison started
the
It seems that Huch has actualy ball rolling with his motion that an
disappeared and that his unceremonordinance be drawn up Increasing
ious departure from hla ranch near the liquor license from $200 per anSan Hafael in Augunt may have been num to $1,500. The motion passed
pilmore than a will
without a dissenting vote. The city
'
grimage.
attorney will probably submit
j
the
was
new
It is known that Huck
deep in
ordinance at the next meeting
debt' and that hln creditors had been of the city fathers.
pressing him previous to his depart9200 on Slot Machine.
ure. eSo earnest were the requests
The matter of licensing the slot
of his creditors on one occasion that machine
was brought before
the
Huck took refuge In a box car stand- council by Councilman Wilkerson.
ing on the siding at Grants, a small His motion, which was unanimously
passed. Instructed City
station near his ranch.
Attorney
'His hiding place was discovered Hickey to draw up an ordinance liand
ruthlessly pulled from censing
machines $200;
mathe car. On the ocaslon of his last
machines, $300;
disappearance,
the . Chicago story chines, $400, and all machines above
say that he left his ranch equipped 25 cents, $600 per annum.
for a hunting trip. That he was goIf the ordinances pass there uning hunting Is doubted as he wrote doubtedly will be a decrease in the
agents of this city shortly after leav- number of saloons In Albuquerque
ing the ranch from a point In Ari- and slot machines probably will go
zona. He Intimated tri this letter with the rest of the gambling apparthat he was on his way to either Los atus January 1.
Angeles or Nevada. He had friends
No Charge for Moving Phone.
at the latter place.
City Attorney Hickey gave his opinion as to whether
the Colorado
IXMrxtlvm Search for II tick.
company could operate
The Chicago Examiner story Is as Telephone
phones
In
slot
city
this
and whether
follows:
It had a right to make, a charge for
"Through a search jbegun yester- changing
a phone from one house to
day, in which the aid of the Chicago
In the opinion of Mr. Hickey
Examiner was solicited by represen- another.
company
the
could operate
slot
'
tatives of the widow
at Marshall
but It had no right to make
Field, Jr., the story of a mysterious aphones,
charge
changing
a
phone
from
disappearance was revealed. Henry one houseforto
another for a subE. Huck, only brother of Mrs. Field, scriber.
is the person who has disappeared.
Telephone
then came up
He was virtually dlsinhek-leby his for a general matters
discussion. Councilman
father, who left him the small por- Heaven
of
an
told
old
of the
tion of $15,000 out of the $3,000,000 company who has waitedpatron
for months
.
Huck estate.
to
phone
a
have
Installed in his
Henry Huck, has not been seen or
the hou?e already being wired.
heard from since he left his ranch home,
Another
councilman
said that charges
near Grants,
New
Mexico,
three
being made for Installing
months ago, equipped for a hunting were
phones.
the
trip. Since that time he has not
Council OpitoNC Slot Pinnies.
been heard from and no Word of his
submitted & motion that
movements has reached his relatives. theHeaven
Colorado Telephone compuny be
Mrs. Field, It was learned, enter- Instructed
install phonets
when
tains grave anxiety over her broth- prospective topatrons
ask for them.
er's fate. It was she who set him Wilkerson amended the
motion that
up on his ranch, and It waj she who
council notify the telephone comadded enough to the nvager income the
pany that in the opinion of the counfrom his share of the estate to sup- cil It has no right to charge for putport him as he was accustomed.
ting in phones. It was said that tii
ApiMHtl to KxrtiitlueT.(
company had been charging $2 for
Acting for her In the search Is installing phones.
Otto B. Schubert, 1763 Demlng place
phones were disthe manager of the Huck estate.
cussed and the council lamented the
Mr. Schubert has enllwted the aid fact that one slot phone had been
of the Examiner's "Missing Persons" j installed In a hotel before the city
columns. Private agencies have also miiicis mtiut; nrriKUB oujecuun. x ne
been engaged and the search will council regarded It as an opening
be made national and TPti internawedge of the telephone company to
tional In his effort to .carry out the get the slot phones started in this
mission of the mother otf .thcrworld'o city ' and in their opinion, the comrichest boys. Any word of hla where- pany had no right to charge subscribabouts should be sent' to' Mr. Schu- ers for using the phone.
bert. Mra. Field Is now In Parts.
9.1HI..V).
Kt
t.as Trwttt Will
The missing man Is said to have
Councilman Heaven, submitted an
angered his father by eccpntrlc meth- estimate on the apparatus to test
ods of spending his large allowance gas. It would cost the city $361.50.
and by alleged devotion to Miss Hir-th- a Council did not pass on the matter,
Hauer. a Chicago actress.
but decided to call Prof. 'Angell, of
When he was .but eighteen years the 1'nlverslty of New Mexico, before
old he had become secretly engaged the next meeting to discuss gas questo a beautiful Chicago heiress, whom tions.
he threw over when he became inProiHtM-Market Ilacv.
fatuated, it Is allegedlih. MI."S
petition signed by a number
Bauer. The actress refused to marry of business men,
that the city
him when the parental objection be- secure from the Kanta Fe the north
came known.
half of the vacant lot across the
Slut or Uave Him Alltxvaiicr.
tracks from the Alvarado at the cory
ner
of the
and Tljeras
Mrs. Field aided largely In the
support of her borther after the avenue for a market place was subfather's death. She sent him abroad mitted and referred to committee.
and, it Is believed, made him a regu- Ordinance No. 399 prohibiting the
lar allowance of liberal amount from sale of liquor In a room where other
wares are offered for sale came up
her own fortune.
iShe Induced him to seek life anew for Its third reading and was passed.
on a big ranch which she caused to
be purchased aod stocked with sheep
for him. He became Its master last THREE LITTLE GIRLS
November and remained there steadily until - his disappearance
four
,
,
months ago.
STOLEJHREE DOLLS
His wealthy '
'received no
word from him since that time and
inquiries by cable to the ranch, to Example to be Madeof Next JuveMr. Schubert and to other persons
nile Shoplifter in Effort to llr-uand places where news of his whereI'p Growing Practice Among
abouts might be had yielded nothing.
Certain Class of Chilo. Mrs. Field has called upon Mr.
dren Ib'forniutory
Schubert to make a thorough search,
Needed.
using every means that wealth affords to find the missing brother.
The need of an adequate reform
school and Juvenile court was again
Saturday
illustrated
when three
WATER CEASES
small girls, the oldest only twelve
years of age, were detected stealing
toys from the counters of the LeadTO BE A FACTOR er, the ten cent store.
As a result, the owners of the
store seated today that they would
cause the arrest and prosecution if
possible, of the next child
;. II. Van Stone Nays K.staurla Valcaught
stealing goods.
ley Hum Plenty of Molwure hik
"We lose so many goods each
Crops of Winter Wlieat Are
week from thieving children," said
.
fjooking I'lne AoiKlier Itlg
a member erf the firm today, "that
we have resolved to put a stop to It
Year hi lrocct.
by causing the arrest of all children
caught stealing from us hereafter."
11k
ht snowfalls
"Ilecetit rains and
The three small girls secured
have put the entire Esmnclu valley dolls, valued at twenty-fiv- e
cents
in the best condition
ever saw it," each and carried them from the
said O. H. Van Stone, t lie well known store concealed under their cloaks.
manager of the Hughes Mercantile
A wmall boy. a son of .wealthy parcompany at Estaneia unU Morlaity. ents, was caught in the same store
who spent the day in this city on a short time ago, stealing books and
for his company
slipping them under
his sweater.
Mr. Van Stone Is president of the He had half a dozen when appreEstaneia Commercial club and the hended.
most enthusiastic booster for the big
The children display the Ingenuity
valley of any one residing In it.
of old time shoplifters,"
said an
"The crops raised during the past employe at one of the largest stores
year have all been harvested
and In discussing the matter.
"1 have
they are a surprise to every one. In caught a number of children stealing
fiet, they exceeded our expectations. things for which they had no use
The farmers are shipping out grain, whatever. Generally, however, they
hiiy and beans where a few yeara steal toys.
During the Christmas
ago It was necessary to Import them. season it is almost Impossible to
The bean crop In particular was very cutch all the children who shoplift
heavy and the larger tier cent of It because the toys and wares are diswill be marketed In El Paso as a played on open show counters."
result of the Uoosters' visit to our
The police have been notified that
little city.
they will be called upon to arre-s-t
"There is plenty of moisture in the the next child caught shoplifting.
Estaneia valley and it will not take
chief of police,
Thoma
even an ordinary amount of rainfall said:
and snow this winter to keep the
"It Is certainly a question what to
soil In fine condition. Winter wheat do with the bad boys and bad girls
Is looking fine and promises a big of tender years.
I simply can not
yield.
The homesteaders are busily place them in the city holdover with
engaged In improving their
farm hardened men and women who have
and getting Into shape for winter.
served half a life time In crime. That
"We are all looking forward to an- would be doing the very worst thing
other big year and If we get It, the possible.
We need some place of
valley will correction where the children could
fame of the Estaneia
never
done before." be given a severe fright and then
spread as It has
i.Mr. Van Stone said that the article
sent home. Mm of them only yield
recently published by The (Mtlzen on to temptation and are not really
Estaneia and the surrounding coun- bad. They could be cured easily by
try was greatly appreciated by the one good scare. Others are somebusiness men and farnierj generally what hardened and should be placand hundreds of copies were sent to ed in a reformatory
for a term.
all parts of the I'nlted States to per- Something at all event, ought to be
very
soon."rons Inquiring about the valley.
done
"

Sentence Judge Craig Holds That He
on Prisoners Before
Has No Jurisdiction

.PICCALILLI

Signs and Decorations

COUR

YEARS

Court Pronounces

the Bar.
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TEAR

Chiffonier or a Bachelor's Wardrobo
We show them In all grades, and
newest patterns, and all desirable
finishes. Prices till the way from

$10.00 to;$75.oo

ng

Fresh Dairy Butter twice a week
from Matthew jersey farm.

HOME-MAD-

Shep-

1

maim

$1500

,

SPECIAL

E

A

herd Mysteriously Absent
From Ranch at Grants.

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angek

PAY

TO

HUCK

Eccentric Millionaire

H. O'RHZLLY CO.

Jm

'

change.

.

es

PACK F1VBL

IN SALOONS WILL BE ASKED

.SEARCH OF HARRY

Seven Show Windows
the mot progressive Drug Honiara
a complete
poori

of

:

C1TIZKK.

START

DETECTIVES

V GOODS
HOLIDA
Keep Watch
Our

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

SUIT

ososooeoeoaosoAOAOOAoao

EVENING

Nickel

In Cause.

he-wa-

Twenty years In the territorial
penitentiary
as the sentence imposed by Judge Abbott In the second Judicial district court on Zenobio
Sanchez for the murder of William
McComber, a Civil war Veteran and
or Albuquerque,
former
resident
near his ranch thirty-flv- e
miles
southeast of this city In June, 1904.
tSanehea took his sentence coolly.
It didn't depress his spirits any for
he smiled and chatted gayly with the
other prisoners who were before
Judge Abbott- to be sentenced.
He
talked to his mother a few minutes
after receiving the sentence and before he was taken back to' the coun.
ty jail.
'
On the witness stand before receiving sentence Sanchez told how
he killed McComber, His most im

portant statement wis that

he com-

mitted the deed alone and without
the aid of NatlvUlad Gutierrez, his
charged" "with complicity
employer,
in the murder of MoComber, who is
now under bond awaiting trial.
Accordln g to Sanchez. Gutierrez
was at his ranch seven miles from
the scene uf the killing when he shot
MoComber.
The murder was a brutal one, resulting over the theft of a cheap
bell belonging to McComber by one
of the sheep herders
in the camp
where Sanchez was employed. When
found the body was m an advanced
Btate of decomposition, dragged from
the scene oflhe shooting to a clump
of bushes and there concealed. The
head was beaten to a pulp.
Sanchez deneid beating McComber
or dragging the body to the bushes;
he says he shot him through the
breast and left the body lying beside
the trail.
Otlier Prlwmers Sentenced.
Edgar Smith and John Williams,
colored, found guilty of burglary,
and who led an attempt, to escape
from the county Jail, were sentenced
to two years in the territorial penitentiary.
William Korte. burglary, was sentenced to one year, but Judge Absentence when he
bott suspended
learned a friend of the boy would
give him a home and employment.
George Elwood, burglary, one and
a half years.
Jack Rogers, carrying deadly
weapon, sixty days,
sentence suspended on promise of good behavior.
assault and
Ramon Velasquez,
battery, thirty days.
Albert Aros, larceny, one and a
half years.
Charles A. Bartlett, alias Clyde A.
Brown, drawing and uttering worthless checks, two yeara.
Alberto Luna, obtaining money on
sentence
a bogus check, 2 years;
suspended on promise of good behavior.
.

INFORMAL OUNCE

PARTY

The local Elks will open the social
season in Albuquerque Elkdom to-

L. M. Fee, J. E. Schutt and Henry
Westerfeld will have to make further complaints If they wish to have
the New Mexico Sunday closing law
tested. The complaints
they filed
respectively
against the Albuquerque. Traction company, the Colorado
Telephone company and the Journal
Publishing company on Saturday In
the Justice court were this afternoon
dismissed. Jifstice Craig held that
he had no right to sit in the causes
as committing magistrate.
To the attorneys for the defendants at 2 o'clock he saldl
"I don't think that I have any
right to sit in the cases as committing miglstrate.
I wouldn't know
what to do with a corporation if I
found It guilty. If I should Impose
a fine against one of the defendant
corporations, I would be powerless
to collect it, and I could not bind
them over to the grand Jury very
well.
I hold that the complaints
must be brought against Individuals
for the Jurisdiction of this cMrt."
Albuquerque Will tVmtlniie Dry.
The action of Judge Craig throws
all three cases out of court, and the
only advancement
that has been
made toward testing the Sunday law
is the establishing of the fact that
corporations are Immune from prosecution as far as the Justice courts
are concerned. Five attorneys have
earned fees and the managers of
three corporations have been caused
a little uneasiness.
Nothing more.
The cause of the Journal Publish--In- g
company was the first one called and D. A. Macpherson was the
nly one of the corporations agents
to be called to the witness stand.
Judge W. C. Heacock, representing the complainants,
asked Mr.
Macpherson what his name was.
on
the advice
"I refuse to answer
of counsel," was the reply.
"Yes, sir; I advised Mr. Macpherson not to answer," Bald N. B. Field,
who appeared as counsel for the defendant.
Attorney O. N. Marron appeared
for the Colorado Telephone company
and A. B. McMlllen represented the
traction compuany.
L. M. Fee, the Central avenue confectioner, was the other witness called yesterday afternoon.
session this
At
the adjourned
morning. Judge Craig informed the
Attorneys that he would take the
rnn'ter nnuer advisement until 2
o'clock this afternoon to look up authorities on the Jurisdiction of the
Justice court In the cases.
His decision that he has no Jurisdiction in the cases as committing
dismagistrate and the subsequent
missal of the cases will cause no
regret.
little
Through Making tinplalnts.
When informed of the decision of
the court this afternoon. Mr. Westerfeld eaid that he would take no
and
further action in the matter,
made tne same anMr. Schutt
Mr.
disposition
of
The
nouncement.
Fee is not known as a reporter was
unable to see him this afternoon.
Judge Craig did not state this afternoon against whom he would assess the costs of the cases. He said
found that
that in cases where it was
the prosecution was malicious, the
costs were assessed against the comotherwise the
plaining witnesses.
costs were paid by the county.
.

morrow night with an Informal bait
to which all Elks, their ladies and
visiting Elks are cordially Invited.
The ball will be held at the club
room. and the dancing will be In the
new bail room, which has been reTrial Catarrh treatments are be- modeled and handsomely decorated
ing mailed out free, on request, by for the occasion.
Ur. Snoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
The local order of Elks will give FIVE LIVE STUNTS COMare proving to the people without similar dance parties throughout the
a penny's cost the great value of winter and will take an active part
this scientific prescription known to In giving the metropolis a little more
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's social life.
POSE CRYSTAL
nearby
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealA number of Elks from
ers.
will arrive this evening and
towns
o
.
this opening
tomorrow to attend
appropriate
more
Nothing
for dance, which will undoubtedly be one
One of the most enjoyable events of the
Christmas than a photograph.
dozen cabinet photographs $3.00.
winter.
millet studio.
2 IS West Railroad Avenue.
No stringency In the money marA quintette
Building
of really enjoyable
ket with the
to vaudeville members appeared before
Money
DeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel and Loan Association.
Room the Monday nlghters at the Crystal
Salve Is healing and soothing. Good loan on monthly payments.
last night, and all were thoroughly
for piles. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.
9. N. T. Armljo building.
They were Miss Elma
appreciated.
Elwood, suprnnci; Mr. Joe Scottl, Ii
song
singer; Polk and Mar-tellllustrated
knockabout conversational com
eillans; Harry Ie Vne and company
in the comedy sketch, "Rats," and
the moving pictures "And The Lug
Came Back."
"Mexico" was the vehicle Miss Elwood chose to display her fine soprano voice with, and it proved a
proper one. Miss Klwond's costume
waa very fetching. Quite a coterie of
Gold
popular Joe Seoul's numerous friends
attended to hear his illustrated song
singing and to give him a hand. His
song for the earlier part of the
Large, Well Lighted Room
week "In The Evening by the Moonlight, Dear Louise."
Prompt, Courteous Service
the rough-hous- e
Polk and Martella,
comedians, as they style themMuiic While You Eat
selves, seemed to have the proper
to catch the applause. Were
Patronized by the Best People
half the flananciers as hard headed
who bumps
Is
as
Artie Martella,
Number One Meals
tables, etc., upon his coco, we would
not have been obliged to pass
through a panic lately.
Harry IeV'oe and his assistants
gave complete satisfaction in their
- 6 to 9
Breakfast
Hreakfast - - . 25c
laughable skit, "Hats." They should
Dinner and Supper 35c
prove a good vaudeville stock com12 to 2
pany and are said to possess several
Dinner
original farces which they will proSpecial Kates by the
duce at the rate of two every week.
week or month.
Supper - 5:30 to 7:30
The moving pictures were real humorous, especially the one called
"The Hog Came Hack."
MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Sold
inflammation of the bladder.
by J H. O'P.ltlly.
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The Home Restaurant
Avenue

"df-pe-
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308-- 3 IO

CENTRAL AVENUE
GIVE US A CHANCE

nt

nt

202 East Central

207 West

ALBERT FABER

."

COsK9)00C0K?00CK)j

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comet from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock of dry sprue
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap r
It will pay you to look Into this.

.

.

Nickel-ln-the-sl-

RIO

Phone 8.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCL.

At Cons latent
Price
THE

j

"

'

'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

,i

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllnlkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albtfqtferqoe, New Mexico

Help! Help!

If Your Eyes Trouble You

We want everybody In Albuquerque to help us reduce our stock to.
make room for our holiday goods..
Come today and save big money on,
clothing, ahoes, dry goodn,
under--wesweaters, etc.
Groceries at Cut Price.
Large Can Col ton Tomatoes 10c. .

,. .'
ar,

'

Consult

Dr. C. H. Carnes

CASH BUYERS UNION
122 North Second

The Central Avenue Optician.

COAL

Kvery pair of Eye Glasses and Spectacles titled Guaranteed
AbHulutely Correct.
AT VAX'OWS.
114 W. CENTRAL
AMERICAN BLOCK.
Phone 452 for Appointments.

CJhatRXLLOS

LtTMIV

ANTHRACITE

sli-te- r

1

j j

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

-

ot

right-of-wa-

Cor. 3rd and Marquetti

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

'

A--

GRANDE LUMBkfi GO.

Furnace,

',

Mixed.

'in

Nat.

CLEAN GAS COKE.

SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH ONLX.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

91.

W. H. HAHN & CO.
C. F. Allen

ALL WOMEN WILL

VOTE THIS FALL

Galvanized Cornices,

we are making the most appetizing, delicious and nourishing
breadstuffs that It i.s possible to
make from the choicest Hour and
skill of the bakers art. Good bread
In the home is the "staff of life,"
and we give you a staff worth leaning on. Our bread, cakes and pastry
can't be beaten by anyone.

that

&srrr

Fanfcs,

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St

ana
Air

v

Hot

Furnaces,

Fin

-

Ski

Stock
Moragi

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
I

General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
Stands For

Loose Leaf Ledger

Consult

Are you going to install one for
next year's business?
Better get in line. .
AU sixes and kinds made by
H. S. LITHGOW

Full Set of Teeth
Cold lining
91.60 up
Gold Crown
Pulnlees Extracting.. . M)c
ALL

a

Reliable

WORK ARSOLCTFLY

P. MATTEUCCI
SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

1

BooM't.SS1

Dentist

$8
CU4K-ANTE-

ALBUQUETlQrTE
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HUB CITY OF SOUTHEASTERN

OF BELEN

Will

CUT-O- FF

GIVE VALLEY

CTTVlV.fi.

Tt'ESDAY, NOVEMBER
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1.
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WITH AXriiK MEANS
AXB UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW AOOOUNTS.
CAPITAL

$150,004.00

Officers and Directors:

TOWN THE BEST FACILITIES III NEW MEXICO

LUNA,

SOLOMON

j

President.
W. J. JOHNSON,

W. 8. STRICKLER,

Wholesale Business Already Started' There and All Lines
Farming Country Surof Trade Are Prospering-Ri- ch
rounding Raises Bounteous Crops and the Water SupAre Making Perply is Pure and Abundant-Sfettl- ers
manent Improvements of the Best Sort on Their Farms
and Can Be Counted Upon as Lifelong Residents.

Assistant Gastric.
J. C. BALDRIDGE,
O. E. CROrvVEXJU

and Canlik.

Vice President

WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

a

A. M. BLACK WELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
llliirtl Mercantile Comimny, Wliose Total
Renill Store of the
in HulUliiiKM and Stock Approxlmattvt 1 100.000.

Invext-nie-

nt

at Wlllard under the title of The be a consplclous item among railroad
Torrance County Savings bank. In receipts. The Santa Fe Central compersonnel the company is an unus- pany reports an Increase of 200 per
ually strong one. Its directorate con- cent In the number of Its bills of ladtaining the names of some of tha ter- ing at the local station, and the InWlllard Is Growing Rapidly and It Can Safely be Forecasted
ritory's ablest and most trustworthy crease both In quantity and quality
H. B. Jones Is its president, of household necessities Is attracting
and the quality both for domestic men.
That a Large Population in a Few Years Is Assured-Peo- ple and
excursions of
Duncan McO illlvray, vice president. attention.
mechanical purposes Is pro- and
P. Davics, cashier. The di homeeekerw are brought into the
nounced unsurpassed. Additions will rectorsE. are
by
valley
Are Active. Energetic and Real Town Builders -- soon
Central railthe
Jones,
Santa
H.
Fe
B.
Duncan
be made to this plant and when
W. road and the numbers of these will
John Becker, John
part
large
supply
a
completed
It
will
and A. B. McDonald. I. E. unquestionably be Increased by the
Interesting Nature of the Surrounding Country With Its of the Santa Fe road. The Santa Fe Corbett
Hanlon. secretary of the board 01 opening of the Atchison, Topeka 4
Central which has also completed! trade,
serves
and has charge Santa Fe line.
Many Relics of Early Settlement Add to the Charm of a the construction of a new depot at of the bonks. asAt teller
COM PAN V
the expiration of the TOWXSITK
ACTIVE.
Willard within the past two months, first year, on July
The Wlllard Town and ImproveZ6th last, the In
give connection with the entire Rock
Visit There.
company
reis
owner
ment
to
wo
of most
able
total
the
Island system at Torrance 20 miles stitution of 1196.1 93.59. which Is cer of the unoccupied ground In the
town
to the south and with the Denver and sources
a creditable growth. The cap- and Is continually active In the proRio Grande line at Santa Fe the tainly
of
whatever makes for the
is $15,000, and the deposits motion
(According to announcement madei what would be known in the East capital of the territory 86 miles to ital stock
This
$81,193.59.
Mr. Davles. upon upbuilding of the community.
Jy the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe as high and low temperatures the the north. This line connects with were
company
management
Into
came
actual
existence four
whom
falls.
the
railroad company, a new era is about duration of these periods Is so slight the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Is a public spirited man. He has put years ago as a result of
the pioneer
at Kennedy and with the automobile In some hard licks for the town work done by W. A. Dunlavy
o be inaugurated in the hLtory of as to entitle the climate to the
who loof Ideal.
In whenever opportunity offered Itself cated the site at that time and interline to Roswell and Torrance.
New Mexico with the establishment
communicaan
addition
the
through
Bervice
attractive
between
train
SOU;
AM) WATKU.
of
his work In thl. direction, to- ested with him In the creation of the
cities of Albuquerque and Roswell.
While In the Immediate vicinity of tion between Wlllard and the valley and
gether with the close attention he settlement John Becker of Belen.
This action which Is predicted for Wlllard the soil Is sandy insuring for points and thence to Albuquerque has
given
business Is reflected in The company has already sold over
tome date between the present and the town Itself a desirable degree of through the entrancing TIJeras can- the successthe which
the bank has $10,000 worth of lots from the origibeen put In opera- achieved. The Institution
the first ot next January is fraught dryness and freedom from continued yon has recently
own
its nal 160 acres upon which the town
Auwith great importance to the entire muddy conditions in time of rain tion by the Albuquerque-Estancl- a
own
specially constructed or was located and under the impluse
southeastern portion of the territory precisely the opposite obtains at a tomobile company. Telegraphic com- brick building
thus rar acquired some lots in the
purpo'e.
for
the
and no stretch of the imagination Is distance of but one mile from the munication can be had with Wlllard
center of the city have reached a
lU'SIXESN STATISTICS.
required to forsee for that locality city, where stretching for leagues on over the lines of either the Western
value exceeding $1,000. The compaWlllard has already started on its ny takes the Initiative in matters
one of the most remarkable develop- the north, east ano west a rich choc- Union or the Postal telegraph compercenter,
a
may
of
messages
recareer
as
wholesale
each
panies
and telephone
ments both in population and incl-dj- olate loam M encountered, from which
taining to the establishment of new
a
being
to
general
stores
its
valley
points
be
source which have so far been
three
transmitted
all
to
when combined with the unlimited
contributing the necessaupon the opening of new lines supply of water which underlies the through the lines of the sunshine greater or less extent engaged In the enterprises
ry
public buildings,
for
land
of communication. Additional reason entire Estancla Valley at a distance Valley Public Utilities company, the distributing trade. On one day re churches, etc. Its officers are John
shipments
general
cently
of
headquarters
the
rail
are
of
In
optimism
which
the
is
combifor
found in the
of from four to one hundred and fifBecker, president: W. A. Dunlavy,
nation of circumstances presented by ty feet, has produced some remarka- town. Long distance lines will be merchandise to points within the vice president; W. M. Berger, secreIn
the town xone aggregated four carloads tary, and LkiuIs C. Becker, treasurer.
the general conditions which the ble specimens in both the vegetable completed to Albuquerque
s
an extensive wagon output.
Expreiw
times afford and under which we and cereal line. Both the soil and spring. The Wells-Farg- o
AXD SUKllOUXDIXtiS.
enjoys a monopoly of the One concern, the Wlllard Mercantile SCKNFJIY
find an ever Increasing tide of se- water are contributions
which the company
No description of Wlllard would be
build complete without some
ttlers seeking locations in the south- mountains surrounding
the valley express business on both rallroud company, a cut of whose retail nas
reference to
an the beautiful
ing accompanies tnts article,
west with a consequent decrease in have been making for centuries to- lines.
scenery which surplnnt
Investment
of
and
stock
in
HOARD OF TRADE.
the area of tillable land obtainable. ward the prosperity which has at
rounds it, together with the nearby
The opening of the new line pacing last overtaken it, the entire plain
In the absence of a regularly con- 1100,000.00, and Its business has al- points of Interest both of a natural
as It does, with Its connections bearing the same relation to the en- stituted town government
reached large proportions. and hlstorlo character. From a resfor which ready
through hundreds of miles, of ara- circling hills as the bottom of a cup arrangements are in contemplation Its plant covers one entire block and idence In any part of the town there
ble soil in the territory cannot f.iil to does to its sides. Corn has been rais at the present time the affairs of a portion of another, the buildings la no point of the compass to which
spell opportunity to thousands of ed near Wlllard with a yield of 52 Wlllard are conducted through the consisting of a brick and Iron retail one may turn, from which an enthese pioneer who will readily see bushels to the acre and winter wheat agency of an efficient board of store and office building with plate trancing view of mountain, mesa or
for themselves
that southeastern sown broadcast on the soil and plow- trade which now registers an active glass front, a spacious wholesale plain is not obtainable, the panoNew Mexico U lp condition to de- ed under produced 18 ibushels. 8u- -j mcmbert-hiIncluding house of Iron construction, a large rama thus afforded including the
of , forty-fiv- e
liver the goods .and' that for the gar beats 9 Inches in diameter, tur-- . the entire mercantile community. hay and grain warehouse and a Pedernal, Ortiz, South, San Pedro,
.'homeseeker possessed of energy and nips 14 inches In circumference, to- Work Is now In progress on a build- smaller building usee as a general Gallinas and Mamano ranges, todetermination
with a minimum orf matoes 6 Inches In diameter, pota- ing for the special use of this body, storehouse, and lt now has under gether with the Tres Jumanus and
capital, there is ample reward In toes weighing a pound and nine the construction to be of frame
with way plans for another building, the Lobo 'Mesas and the Los Animas
ttore.
ounces, cabbages, onions, melons, dimensions of 75 by 25 feet. When excavating work for which has been hills. Throughout, the valley is dotA glance at the map of the terribeans and bountiful crops of cane completed It will contain the quar- done and the stone for which Is al- ted with springs and small lakes,
tory through which the line passes, and
kaffir corn are among the pro- ters of the board together with a hall ready on the ground. B. S. Jackson many of which, with their surroundwill reveal to the observer a chain of ducts of which the valley boasts and which can be used for public pur- Is the manager of the corporation ing trees furnish pleasant halting
are all well places for parties In search of recvalleys and plains several of which specimens of which are freely exhib- poses of any kind. The members be- whose stockholders
contain large areas of agricultural ited at all points throughout the Ex- - side paying into the treasury the reg- - known men of the territory.
reation and rest. These Include a
Another concern engaged both In curious group of salt lakes, covering
land, much remaining untaken and
wholesaling and retailing is that of a considerable area from three to
all of which must In the course of
W. A. Dunlavy. Mr. Dunlavy is one eight miles to the east, the Estancla
a .short time become the scene of
of the pioneers of the valley and has and Antelope springs from twelve to
pastoral activity.
By far the most
Important of these centers Is found
shown his belief In the permanence seventeen miles on the north and the
of conditions In Wlllard by an Invest- Manzano springs at the foot of the
in the fertile Estancla Valley, of
ment of $30,000 in stock and buildwhich Willard, the HUB CITY, Is on
Manzano mountains to the northings In the town his trade showing west.
the new line, at its Junction with the
These latter offer a most intera continual increase In volume from esting excursion as they are in the
Santa Fe Central railroad.
Here
month to montn. Alfred L. Means, proximity of the famous group of
within a period but slightly la excess
who came here two years ago Is the apple trees
of two years has grown up a bustling
were discovered
city of 700 inhabitants, with large
third member of a trio of general there in 1806which
and which were then
merchandise dealers In Wlllard who and are still bearing fruit, and the
wholesale and retail establishments,
from a small beginning has expand- origin of which remain to this day
'hotels, two railroad stations and
ed his business to Important propormany ui intj acci'naories ou comrori
a matter of speculation.
Several
tions and w hose success Is one of the small Mexican towns, the remains
and convenience, while into the sur- of
object lessons of the town.
rounding vallpy have flocked from all
an
ancient
Penltente
and a
church
portions of the United Ptates and
Beside the general stores men- number of more or less recently
esKurope a population conservatively
paragraphs.
tioned In the foregoing
,
sawmills add to the Interest
i'
-Wlllard has two - well constructed tablished
estimated at 10.000 people. Aided by
of a days outing in this direction.
5
two stories hotels, five restaurants, To the southwest of Willard about 25
exceptionable
climatic
condition,
two rooming house', each of which miles He the famous group of ruins
surrounded on all fides .by a soil of
serves meals, six real- estate and In- which have been given the name La
peculiar fertility, with an unlimited
surance offices, two meat markets, Gran Quievera and which owing to
supply of pure water found but a
two barber shops, two livery stables, their great extent and the value of
uimri aisiance rrom tne surrace and
. M..
one laundry, one tailor shop, three various relics from time to time diswith the most complete railroad facontracting builders, one blacksmith covered there have excited for many
cilities in the territory. It Is destined
and machine shop, one concrete years the wonder and admiration not
to become the principal shipping
block
manufacturer,
heep only of the ordinary visitor but the
several
point in southeastern New Mexico
.X. '
commission men, one photographer, ardent study of the archaeologist
and consequently one of the moot lin- a large lumber and supply yard, four as well. Attempts have recently been
lt
III.
K". mil I IU n a
uio V.'lIlllH'lln
physicians and two lawyers. It has made to have this relic of early SpanMSTOnY OF VILLAHi.
alBo a well stocked drug store; the
settlement placed under governThe history of Wlllard began with Depot of tli Fjixtern Railway of New Mexico at Wlllnrtl, Unlit of Con-cre- u proprietor of which Is Dr. W. A. Wil- ish
ment supervision
lt is to be hopthe completion of the Santa Fe Censon, the first established physician ed that success In and
Walls anil RMf of Tile, tont 10,0(10.
Wtlb
the matter will be
tral railroad and the Initiation of
In Willard.
activity
constant
in obtained In order that It may be
The
construction on the Atchison, Tope-- "
real estate has brought to the town preserved for the Instruction
and
ka and Santa Fe branch from Texlco, tancla plain. Nor is this all upon ular dues of $1.00 each per month four civil engineers
the most promi- entertainment of future generations.
New Mexico, to Itio Perca, New which the new town depends for Its cotitribute through the board liberal- nent of whom Is John W. Corbett, There
altfo
are
Interesting
hisother
on
upport
ly
future,
for
the
south
unanimity
to
and
with
all
marked
and
Mexico., more famlliary known as the
one of the valley's first settlers and toric relics of the Estancla valley's
of five miles objects, having In view the advanceHelen cut-of- f,
the purpose of which of Wlllardanat a distancearea
most
men
public
spirited
who
and
early
settlement,
as
such
the Punta
of mesa ment of town Interests.
immense
It was
is to reduce the running time be- - there is
an office here together with de Agua and Abo ruins within
easy
Chicago 'and the Pacific coast which stretcher away for miles to through this organization that Wll- conducts
teen
W. M. Taylor prominent among the reach of WHlard and the residents of
lightfoot
Pedernal
of
beautiful
the
the
grading
lard
tne
obtained
and
ai.d to afford direct communication
valley
estate
men.
Estancla
real
the
are
no
town
therefore at
loss in
for the company between Han Fran- mountains the surface of which Is ing of Its streets, the proper constabthe matter of entertainment when
CHURCHES AXD SC1IOOI4S.
ulary protection and other important
cisco and the Gulf of Mexico. The broken with numerous fresh water
upon
hangs
heavily
pastime
hands.
their
a
yet
covered
lakes
and
rich
measures
with
As
municipal
no
actual
welfare.
.
for
of
construction
?rst building on the ground wers turage of grammu, the most nutriTaken all In all Wlllard. with Its
The affairs of the board are man- churches has begun In the town but
erected between three and four years
advantages.
favorable cliago and consisted of a group of tenv-rur- y tious of grases and from which is aged through the usual official chan preparations have been made through natural
through Willard each yeur nels and by committees, a list of the establshment
of organizations mate, fertile farming district, excep
wooden
shacks designed to shipped
tional railroad facilities and scenic
meet the needs of a railroad camp. large quantities of sheep and cattle. which In this article is Justified be- which now hold services In the and
promises
historic environment,
cause of the Importance of the ser- school house and will as soon as the
AtX'KSS AXD FACIMTIKS.
The rapid Influx of settlers to the
soon
to surpass many of its older
they
building
to
vice
Is
complete
the
which
rendered
board
have
of
Valley, however, and the suctrade
artiopening
of
at
this
the
While
In the sisterhood of terri
The president of the make their headquarters there. The.e neighbors
cess with which tley met In their cle much has been ald about the c mmunlty.
torial towns and to become what Its
Is John T. Kelly whose wide bodies represent the Catholic. Methagricultural pursuits soon brought railroads tributary to Willard a board
already
regard it the HUB
citizens
In general business mat
odist. Christian and Baptist denomiabout the establishment of several more definite description of Its facil- experience
and particularly In the newspa nations and the Catholics promise to CITY of southeastern New Mexico.
important business enterprises and ities In that Important direction will ters
per line renders him the right man be first In the field with a new buildthe city of Willard as we mid It
be in order here. The town is ac- - for the
A Reliable. Itciiiedy for Croup.
Mr. Kelly has shown ing. For this purpose lt Is said that
Is not only the product of newpoints through two his faithplace.
all
cessable
from
With the dry, cold weather of the
In Willard by the Investthey have already raised the tidy sum early
ly created t reimportation
facilities, competing lines which are under
winter months, parents of crou- to py
which he has made In valley of $2,500 and that construction
but in a large degree the result of a distinctly different innuence ana ment
children
should be on the alert
property,
begin
largest
one
spring.
is
of
additions
the
It
in
also
the
Increasing
develfarming
constantly
management.
The Atchison, Tope to the townslte. consisting of 40 acres thought
for ominous symtoms. There Is no
bewill
Methodists
the
opment.
that
ka and Santa Fe, a cut of whose directly adjoining the Santa Fe ten fore long make a determined effort to cause for anxiety, however, when
new depot we are fortunately able to tral railroad depot, being known as bring
Cough Bemedy Is kept
IAXUTION AM) CLIMATE.
about the erection of a church Chamberlain's
divides me the Kelly addition.
In the home.
this
If this medicine Is
The town Is located in the central produce witheast
The first vice home. The public school at Wlllard given
we--- t.
acgiving
to
valley
soon
from
as
as child becomes
on
valley
part
a
the
of
.southern
and
Is cashier has the reputation
being
president,
Davles,
E.
P.
one
of
of
east,
north,
In
the
or even after the croupy
at this cent to all points
level plain which stretches
County Savings the best equipped In the county. Its hoarse
of
Torrance
the
'lex-lc- o
west,
at
connects
haH
cough
appeared,
south
lt
and
the attack may
point for a distance of thirty miles
D. C. Howell, one of Wlllard's building being of ample proportions
on the east with the main line to bank.
be warded off. Mrs. S. Rosinthal. of
nearly sixty
east and west and
Is second vice
progressive
accescitizens
with
all
and
the
furnished
valand through the Pecos
"We have
miles from north to Kouth and which t'hicago
W. A. Dunlavy, one of the sories for thorough training of the Turner. Michigan, says:
ley lines to all points In Texas and president.
best known business men of the valcontains an area of more than 1,000
At present It ha. used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
city's children.
In
Gulf.
the
port
of
the
with
the
several
for
for
ourselves
children
and
at
square miles.
The barometer
ley Is treasurer, and L,. E. Hanlon, two teacher, and 145 scholars.
years and like It very much. I think
of wext Is reaches an unbroken line to the secretary, is also connected with
shows an elevation
Willard
,
OF
Angele-sCiltOWTII
KT10V.
Kos
San Francisco and the
It Is the only remedy for croup and
8.000 feet which taken In conTorrance County Savings bank.
Twenty-fiv- e
full carloads of 1m
Intervening towns on the Pacific the
highly recommend It." For sale
nection with the fact that the valley coast.
The
committees are as follows: migrant outfits have come Into Wil- can
It
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Helen,
distant
miles
At
by all druggists.
by
mountains
jurrounded
Davles,
is entirely
affff
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works,
P.
Fire
water
year
in
last
addition
lard
within the
division (5. H. Salas, W. D. Metzger: factoro
itio Grande
r crosses the
and means accounts for the fuvora-bltto a large number of partial shipEl Paso, Texas, on the ies. Wni.
Benevolent As
The
climatic conditions which pre- reachingto from
M. Taylor. Frederlco Chafind
Many
also
Homesteaders
ments.
Tint
on
give
north.
will
the
a charity ball on
Denver
south
sociation
health-seekfrom
vez, Merman Parsons; railroads and
vail. For the
wagon
by
over
the Thanksgiving evening In the ball
their vvav here
station and baggage room Immigration. D. C.
v. A. surrounding
lower climates in search of pure, combined
Al room of the Elks' club. The public
roads and trails.
which lt has erected here is one of Wilson. M. D., S. E. Howell,
stimulaD. Sears; streets ready most of the land in the Im
clear mountain air and the
Is
and
on
line
most
complete
the
G. L. mediate vicinity of the town Is taken Is cordially invited.
Watkins,
tion and exhiliratlon of higher alti the
J.
roads,
J.
and
tudes the climate and conditions constructed of solid concrete, with Smith, Jose Juardo; Incorporation, up and the filing of claims Is ever on
KODOL is offered on a guaranteed
Viere offer unusual opportunities and walls 1 3 Inches In Ihlckneu and InE. P. Davie. George Da Boileau and the increase.
Under this influx re plan for the relief of heart burn
The
of red tile.
H. S. Jackson.
a
board
mniiv of thoe who have alreadyto
also
Is
There
ulready bring from flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
terior "finish is of English oak with of trustees consisting of E. P. Dav- linquishments
availed themselves of them testify
according to location gas, nausea, and all stomach trouThe ebony tops and it contains on the les, Alfred L. Means, Hale E. Duts, $150 to $2,500 Improvements
their efficacy In both directions.
and one bles. It digests what you eat. It will
of
value
and
for the W. A. Dunlavy
floor living rooms
.iipvtlnn of the Kstancla Valley In- - second
B.
S.
Jackson.
and
farm In the neighborhood recently make you healthy. Sold by J. II.
company has
against the unbearable heat of agent. Beside this theyards,
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WIIJiAJU) HAH RANK.
brought $4,000. Many of the Settlers OKlelly.
a two
inoun constructed spacious
inner and the surrounaing
o
stock
About sixteen months ago the need bring with them their own qualihouse and a pumping
fi.r.ilkh in ertectlve protection stall engine
for Us fine
already
which Is noticeable
being
Is
Pal Flnto Wells Mineral Water
for
the
an
In
such
institution
the town. This latter
nlant
fmrn the extremities of winter and- I moHt
.
Farm implements cures and prevents constipation. Ask
Important on the new line, con- - manifest, a banking bouse, the first ty in many
tha tiir
' while here as
what slating of numerous large tanks and iu Torrance county, was established and machinery are also beginning to your grocer lor It.
c meter occasionally regirfers

NSW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUm

two power houses with pumps which
have a capacity of 6,000 gallons per
hour each, or 144,000 gallons per
day. The water comes from a depth
of 150 feet. . unlimited In quantity

Capital and Surplus, $100,009

INTEREST

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

ON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO
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AtthorlMd Capital
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Paid Cf Capital, gwplaa amd Proftta
2M.0.t
Depository for Atckltea, Tepeka 4 Saita F. iUflway Company

be-ide-
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WHEN YOU WANT,

.1

a

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTKIi
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

ooaoaoooox(CKiooM
Albuquerque

,
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Machine Works

Foundry and

R. r. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can:
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Column ad
FronU for Building.

-

mmpmlrm 01 minlnm

m4

foundry east side ot railroad track.

MmaMiry

aaft-ing-

s.

Iroa

m mpoolmlty
Albuquerque, K.
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12-Iu-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

ISO

eocc3acccoOM
"OLD mXIABLB,

AMPLE AND

CLUB BOOM

ESTABLISHED UTt.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most BicluslTe Stock of Staple Oroceiiee

la tse Southwest

la-u- e

an

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

L. B. PUTNEY

to-J- ay

ltPI

Avenoe

Finest Whiskies

ouom3uomcAmcmomcAimmo

ia

fr

BARNETT, Prop'.

West Railroad

FARM AND

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUB, N.

RAILROAD AVKNX7&

M.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
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i.i.

..i.h.r.

caj-ea-
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tba
.iatiea Ucbter, tbecareala
and tba worriM fewer.
The telephone make
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p rest ryes
telephone
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7 ear Ufa
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and protect yoor botne.

A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ALBCQlTLRQTjE

It, lt07.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

EVENING

CHIZEH.

CRYSTAL THEATRE PROSPECTS
.

R. ORENDORFF, Mgr.

CLASSIFIED ADS

120 W. Grid Avenue

BRIGHT SAYS

Polite Vaudeville for Ladles, Gentlemen and Children.
WEEK OP NOV. 10TH.
HARRY L'e YOE and CO.
In "Rata.
Mr. and Mrs. CUTTER
Sketch.

cp
Confidence Is Reviving Giad-ualland Distrust Is Passing Away Rapidly.

JOE SCOTTI
Illustrated Songs.

Those

Comedians,

e

Rough-hous-

and MARTELLI
(Count the Bumps.)

POLK

NEW MOVING PICTURES

every

Matinee
ladles' Souvenir
Friday.

Tuesday and

Piano Recital
Mr. E. J. McBride
Pupil Of
VON BULOW
Benefit of
Church

now-oblige-

Chlor.

Assisted by

MRS. COLLINS
and Church Choir

TONIGHT
Admission

25c and 50c

Tickets at Learnard &
Lindenmann Music Store.
08XD8)08)08)008XD8)08X3aJ08)00U

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

ONE WEEK
Commencing
MONDAY, NOV.

18th

E. L. PAUL
Presents

THE

Steam heat and all modern con
venlences.
No Invalid. Hotel
Cralge, Silver avenue, between
First and Second streets.
room arTdboard
FOR RENT-Ni- ee
at 816 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT House, 6 rooms, corner Central avenue and HIM atreet.
per
To a permanent tenant $12
month. Apply to J. F. Luthy.
FOH RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms.
Cheapest rates In the city. Minneapolis, 524 South Second street. A.
T. Pevnre.
room
FOR RENT liright sunny
for housekeeping, rent reasonable.
624 West Coul avenue. Inquire at

rear.
T

WANTED
yard.
WANTED

Backs

OPPORTUNITIES

at frahn's coal

A girl for general house-wor108 South Arno.
WANTED Boys 14 to 1 years old
at the American Lumber Co,
WANTED iA woman to do cooking
and general house work. Apply,
428 North Second atreet.
WANTED To keep piano for winter,
parties, will pay dray-agThis office.
cook;
WANTED An experienced
good wages.
Call at 815 East
Central avenue.
WANTED BOARD E5RS Mrs. Graham will open her home cooking
dining room at Mrs. Weed's resi
dence, lis West Silver avenue.
goods, second
WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First street, south of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney,
WANTED At once,
unfurnished
house three or four rooms east of
T.
railroad. Address
E., care cltisen.
WANTED A good nurse girl; one
who will assist with second work.
Apply, Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009
West Ttjeras avenue.
t,
WANTED Books to audit or
bookkeeping or office systems
to open, books to keep evenings.
Much experience. Address, D. S.
B care Cltisen office.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also anqr intlces wanted.
Phone

k.

Apply,

e.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

80-ac- re

good

And a Clever Company
Opening in the beautiful four act
drama

also on SALARIES AND WARS
Physician and Surgeon.
HOUSE RECEIPT, as low a tit
Office over Vann Drug Store. Of-fland as high as $300. Loan
art
hours B to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, nnd
quickly made and strictly
private
p. m. Phones, office 441, resiTime; On month to ona year gtvea 7 to 8 895,
dence
tjoeeeeeloL
Goods remain- in yeur
Our rate are reasonable. Call an'
dr. n. l. ircsr
see us before borrowing.
Phyrfcian and Surgeon
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
Rooms 8 A T. N. T. Armljo Bafldmg.
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4- -. Grant Bldg
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
101 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICB&
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland office, 810 South Walter
Open Evenlnc,
street. Phone 10S0.
DRS. BRONSON A BRONSON
Horn coptitle Physicians
and BurREAL ESTATE BARGAINS
geons. Over V aria's Prog Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 828.

WHY
WOMEN

XXXXXXXITTXXXXXIXIXXXXTTT

WE BUY OUR

K

and

LAP ROBES

Direct from mills at Spot Cash H
you H
Jobber' Price ami
H
tl advantage of Name.
Be wine;
our goods and B
C
lAtxv
IVtara
ire our

A. MONTOYA

.At

Dr. Vaucaire's

--

Formula

re

M. L. SCHUTT

th
me picnio

St--eei

Proprietors a

SGHWARTZMAN

& WITH

Meat, Poultry and Fish
3111 W.

Ctntrml.

Tml.

929

MII1INKRY
Styles
Up-to-Da- te

AT LOW PRICES
LADIES' TAILORING

And DRESSMAKINC
Mimm CRANK
.. rhortm
01 MM.

94

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Office hours, 8 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to p. m.
Appolntme tj made by mall.
308 West Central Ave.
Phone 458. ALBUQUERQUE

Don't Forget The

t

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Bank Building,
Alubquerqae, N. M.

PLANING

L'iLL

THK OLDEST MILL IN THE C'll K.
W hen in need of sash, door,
etc. Screen work a specialty, urn
mi
South First street. Telephone 402.

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAJJTT
808 Square 1
PALMETTO ROOF All-S- tops
Leaks, Lasts Five Yea.

one Gallon Covers

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.
Office Cromwell Block,
Alubque ue, N. M.

JAP-A-LA-

r

C.

408 Wast Railroad Araaaa

TOTI A QHADI
IRA M. BOND t
Dealers In Groceries, Provl-ton- a,
Attorney at Law.
urain ana Jruel.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights, Fine Line of Imported Wines
and Cigars. Place your order.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
this line with us.
32 T. street, N. M. Washington. D. C.
NORTH TH .C P- -.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Attorn
Office with W. B. Childers,
117 West Gold Avenne.

H ORSE
BLANKETS
Strength and lone wear
are the leading features
of the 5A Horse Blank-- i
ets and 5A Lap Robes.
Horses and hovs are
hard on their clothes,
and you want K get the
strongest.
Ask for the 5A Horse
Blankets.

-

wr4
Co. Heart Strength

tfc
212 North Second Strect,
.llwuu-riui New Mexico
e

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Territory of New Mexleo. County of
Bernalillo, In the Probate Court.
In re Estate of William Hart, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned, Mattie Hart,
was by
the said court appointed executrix
under the will of William Hart, deceased, on November 4, 11107, and
all persons having claims against
vald estate are hereby notlned to
present the same within the time
prescribed by law.
MATTIE HA TIT,
Executrix under the Last Will and
of
Testament
William Hart.
(First Pub. Nov. 14.)
To Cure a tM in On Day.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature Is on each box. 25c.

INSURANCE

.

t

Kennedy's

Laxative
Cough Syrup

Dr. Sheep's

Restorative

rn

Children Like

It

If You Want A

Plumber

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Ming

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
All Kinds of

and Malt
asage Factory.
Steam
EMIL KLIENWORT?
Masonlo Bulldlna. North TUW

txnimmxxxixxxxxTxx-- H

PubUn.

HOME

Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone 138.

OUTFITTERS

F: WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Peorrtnrv Mutnnl Hulldlne Association
31 T Went Central Avenue.

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

A.

M

PHOTOGRAPHY
PTSOTOORAPHY

FiJtsri

309

'

a

i

tra'

B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

do

m

J.

Baie,

in John

c,v- -

LIVERY, 8 A LB, FEED ANB
DR. J. E. KRAFT
TRAN8FER --TABLES.
Dental Surgery.
Horses
and Mules Bought and
Rooms 2 and 8, Harnett Building,
chanced.
Over O'Rlolly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
BEST
TOTJRNOCTS
IN THEI CIT
Phone 744.
second Street, between Railroad
Copper
Avenue,
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. A.

--

Al-vara-

V.KOlililil

BAMBROOK BROS.

Bt. nor Ma

8a.ddl
3rtver"-,n

DENTISTS

T-

25c, 35c, 50c
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday at 8 o'clock.

We Sell Them

Phone

-

m

Prices

....

Highland Livery

sU-eet-

SIN

r.

CARDS

ee

30-no- re

and

880.

mi. f. j. PATcanar.

00-ac- re

Mamie Sheridan Wolford

l

Tephune,

cor-rec-

rn

BUSINESS

W. M. STIRRIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental life Rntiding.

Ad-moto- r

Supporting

i

PHYSICIANS

On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horswa, Wagons and other Chattels

A
ranch with
house and water. Cash or
shares.
Address "Ranch," care
Cltisen office.
FOR RENT Room
furnished
for
light housekeeping.
612
North
FOR SALE.
Second street.
room with
FOR RENT-iModeSix room house, West New
privilege of use of kitchen.
418
8.60O
York avenue
East Iron avenue.
4 room a no be. Iron roof, lot
Two pleasant
rooms
FOR
RENT
vux400,
road,
Mountain
ursafe.
for light housekeeping; also one
1,800
noar car line
.Many of our state banks have encheap room suitable for baching.
5 room cement house, 3rd
viable records for safety and sound-ne'Apply 617 South Broadway. Mrs.
2,000
ward
Our national .bank are eminH. E. Rutherford.
44.
4 rooiii frame, corner lot,
II
ently Safe: so, too, are our saving"
1,100
Srl ward
WANTED A ole bodied, unmarried
managed
banks and conservatively
ft room frame, 2 lots, close
men, between
of 21 and 15;
trust companies. People must cease
SALE
FOR
8,000
In
hoarding,
their silly and Injurious
cltlsens of United States, of good
5 room brick, modern, cortemperate habits,
and
character
and If disposed to Invest at this
2,050
ner lot, 2nd ward
PALE Old lumber. Inquire at
time phould deposit their fundn in FOR
who can speak, read and write
117 North First street.
S room frame, 4th ward,
banking Institutions
of
English. For Information apply to
1,500
corner
reputation, managed by men FOR SALE One ladies and one
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Three room brick. Fourth
gentleman's ticket to St. Louis.
of high character and ability and
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico,
1,400
ward
connecfree from all undesirable
FOR SALE Home baking, tarries,
Ono of the swellest resition?.
ijellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
7,500
dences in town
There are plenty of such instituFlneron.
SALESMEN
Six room
brick, modern,
tions, not a few of which are profit- FOR
cottage
A
room
five
SALE
2,250
In
clone
ing largely by this shifting of deposwith bath and wired for electric
Seven room brick, modits from weak to strong concerns,
covCapable
to
WANTED
salesman
light.
Apply 423
Price $2600.
2,500
ern
but they are not among the class
(South Walter.
er New Mexico with staple line.
Ranches from two to 200
that seek public notoriety.
High
with
3100.00
commissions,
acres.
collie
FOR
SALE
Standard bred
Efforts for 'Relief.
monthly advance. Permanent poTsMs In all part) of town.
pups. None finer In the territory.
Extraordinary efforts for relief are
sition to right man. Joss H. Smith
alfalfa ranch with402
street. Wm. Bel-deSouth
Edith
being made in all directions. Many
in a few blocks of tne
Co.. Detroit. Mich
millions of Clearing House certifi- FOR SALE
4,500
car line
Mtrret
Capable
to
salesman
indrnllls, WANTED
cates have been Issued In various
alfalfa ranch Ave
cover New Mexico
with staple
tanks and substructures. Wolklng
parts of the country, irrespective of
miles north of town 865
line. High commissions with 3100
& Son, 707 North Eighth
street.
New York City.
per acre.
monthly advance. Permanent poPhone I486.
We have already, engaged about
to
right
mum
H.
sition
FOR RENT.
Jess
180,000,000 of gold the best and FOR SAE The finest hot tamales
Hon see from 2 to 8 rooms.
Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
in the city, also chill con came.
most natural form of relief and the
Money to loan In sums to suit,
408 West Tijeras.
Is
being
national bank circulation
rapidly expanded, about $70,000,000 FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
LOST
FOUND
having been added In October alone.
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
By such means the banks have been
Order by postal. W. P. Allen. P. O.
materially
eas
the strain
enabled to
Box 202. Arbuquerque, N. M.
containing
FOUND
Pocketbook
on credit.
It Is unfortunate that
81.07 and key. Owner
SALE , Four-roohouse, South
call at
this stress comes during the crop FOR
Beaven's coal office, describe key
at a bargain. Will
Edith
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
moving time, but relief does not
Porter-fielpay
exchange
d
two.
or
and
for lot
for this notice.
-r
seem
distant, and the tangle is
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
Co.,
216
avenue.
West
Gold
FOUND Pair of gold spectacles in
working out Its own solution.
Magnificent assortment
the Elks 'opera house the PrimThe grain movement has been dis- FOR SALE
Ownrose Minstrel performance.
of fruit trees, grapevines, roses and
tinctly stimulated .by financial stringornamental stork.
Let us figure
er can have same by Identifying ooocoooooooooooooooooooooo
ency, western holders
being comyour
on
requirements In walnuts,
and paying for this ad. At the
pelled to sell and Europe fortunately
either In grafted of seedling trees.
Citizen office.
coming In as a free buyer at the emBARGAINS LV REAL ESTATE
ergency. Very likely this may prove
Luther Burbank's latest creations.
4- - room
brick, modern. $ 2, ISO
Largest nurseries on the Pacific
to our loss, for the world's wheat
11 room brick modern 10,000
1,200
paid
Capital
acres.
coast:
crop is decidedly short and we are
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
New illustrated
in 3200.000.00.
losing the chance of selling our surbrick, modern S.200
catalogue and price list mailed
plus at a better price later on; but
frame, modern 8,500
free; contains valuable Informathis is one of the penalties of past
1 story brick storeroom
tion. Address Fancher Creek Nurexcesses.
The real benefit to us
3,000
size 25x00
series. Box 59, Fresno. California.
comes in the freer importation of
1 store building,
good
George C. Roedlng, president and
gold which is affording the best form
7,500
location
manager.
160-aeof relleif. Our cotton situation, howranch, under
ever, is still a problem.
8,400
ditch
I
by Mrs.
Henry
Recommended
The exports of this staple have currency.
Dest Paying hotel busiSymes, to develop the bust from 4
considerably,
southern
fallen off
city,
ness
1,800
In
cash.,..
to 6 inches.
FaticiKP 1 1 quired.
in holding
the
holders persisting
Guaranteed to be made from the
crop for" better prices. Considering
The remaining six weeks of the true
Galega Extract.
Is perfectly
the certainty of lessened consump- year will require much patience and hai mless.
tion In both Europe and America, as skillful piloting by thoe who con219 Sooth 2nd Stntt
The Vaucalre Formula la a general
well as the difficulty of carrying cot- trol the financial situation. The usual
but it has a specific effect upon
ton under present financial condit- maturities which occur about the tonic,oust,
tne
price 7 cents. or sale ay
ions, the outlook for that staple Is close of the year will have to be prosomewhat perplexing, since If we are vided for; eo will the 3180.000,000 of Highland Pharmacy
and
to go on importing gold, we may be dividend and interest payments
at
obliged to export cotton In payment that time.
Pharmacy
even at a sacrifice.
These will probably be more largeWe have now taken 10,000,000 of ly applied to the payment of debts
foreign gold, and this appears suffi- than to Investments of new securiLINGERING COLD.
cient for the present. Beyond dis- ties. Moreover, there are large synpute it Is unwise policy for um to dicate payments soon coming due,
Treatment Rut
unduly weaken the European banks, and during 1908 at least $100,000,-00- 0 Withstood Oilier
juk-- ly
Cured by ('liaiiilHTlaln's
especially when sudden relief here
of short-ternotes
mature.
Cough
Itemed v.
afterwards is more apt to defer than Many of these obligations can, of
to complete the cure of our own course, be extended if found neces-- a
I
caught a very se"Last winter
rv.
troubles.
vere cold which lingered for weeks,"
Altogether, at best the situation Is says
In the long run excessive ImportaJ. Urquhart, of Zephyr, Ontation will Injure the I'nlted states by one that culls for much conservatism.
"My cough was very dry and
weakening corrective Influences and It Is a good time to be satisfied with rio.
harsh.
The local dealer recommendcreating a glut of funds next spring retaining what one has rather than
Cough Remedy
ed
Chamberlain's
that may Invite heavy gold exports try to gain more Just now through
guaranteed It, so I gave it a
and undue reaction. The great ex- hazardous ventures.
The downward and
One small bottle of It cured
pansion which Is now being made In reliction which began In stocks has trial.
I believe Chamberlain's Cough
our circulating medium
sure to re- fully entered Into- commercial
and me.
Remedy
to be the best I have ever
In
a surplus of idle funds when Induvtrial uffulrs and must Inevitably
sult
used." This remedy Is for sale by
the present crisis suhsldeg.
Then we be cancelled, hence mills will curtuil all
drugglses.
or shut down, bull ling will be checkwill feel the lack of an elastic curo
rency system, which expands
many hands
and ed, and unavoidably
DIXXKIt AMI 1HTCII LIXCII.
contracts in accordance
with de- thrown nut of employment. Involving
a more or less general reduction in
mands.
The Ladles' Aid society of the
No civilized country in the world WHges.
These are the eiuences of Presbyterian
church will give a dinshows nuch violent fluctatlnns In In- a panic following a prolonged period ner
at noon, and a dutch lunch In the
terest rates as the L'nited
states, of prosperity. The pendulum must evening,
from 6 to 8 o'clock, Friday,
simply because we have no efficient swing both ways, and the lunger the Nov. 22. In
the1 parlors of the Presbymeans of regulating the supply of swing In one direction, the more vioterian church. Everybody Invited.
lent the return In the other.
Stock rirm.
Fortunately, the stock mark.-- has
largely, if not fully, cMscounted the
retictlon. Security valuer may g
lower In case of further financial difficulties, but the shrinkage
cannot
Hsart ,Bt i rth. or Heart Was kness.
now be extreme.
Ne
Btrenrtn. or Nerra Weskneia nothlnsmesni
Wall street has passed throuch the
mors.
not one weak bert In a hundred It. In It worst of the cyclone, badly crippled
bidden tiny little neie that really it all at fault. it Is true, but still able to weather
and ready to
This obKure narrv the Cardiac, or II Hart Narva the clearing Hnuulla
simply oaedt, and must have, more power, more continue the voyage under close reef
stability, mors controlling, more governing
of Kills until fair
again
weather
!tr!f,th- - JW.1ihout
tmist continue comes into slht.
to fail, ana the stomach and kldneii aio have
two
next
The
weeks
bring
should
thM ami controlling nsrvaa.
Relieves Colds by working them out
InIbis clearly explains why. ss a medicine. Tr. much better bank statements.
Shoup hestoraUv ha In ths past dun to much terior banks) have druwn havlly on of the system through a copious and
lor weak and ailing Hearts, lir. Khoop flratanuifui New York, but this ought. to he large healthy action of the bowels.
the cauie of all this painful, palpitating, iufloct.
Our work is as our name
ly offset by big gold Imports that
lug heart distract. Dr. Bhoop't
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
this
popular prescription U aluca directed to these must shortly give very substantial relief.
mucous membranes of the throat, chest implies, and our charges are
wtk and wuttiif nerve canters. It
No more patriotic duty can now
iWnrengtbens; it offers real, genuine heart bulla!
holp.
If jou would hare strong llearu. strong dt be sndertalcen by any citizen than to and bronchial tubes.
right.
greUoa, strengthen
t frtnrn
n -- ulillih do his best to restore confidence by
"A pleasant to tbe taste
(bam as Beaded, with
national means; not by timid conas Maple Sugar"
cealment of the facts, but by a spirit
of helpfulness, by consideration and
Standard
patience, by quiet recognition of the
& Heating Co
situ-tuand by a culm acceptance
of the inevitable process of readFit BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Try
justment which has already set in fett-- Liatj
us Bladdsf Plllt-S- uri
lof Safi WANTED
s
own
must
and
out
its
work
solution.
T Tou can gex
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
it through
HENRY CLEWS.
J. II. O'HIEIXY
CO.
this column.
FOR-REN-

n.

Wolford Stock Co.
'

WANTED

FOR RENT

(New York, Nov.
19. Confidence
Is
b reviving; gradually.
Distrust
less acute than at the time of the FOR RENT
house furnlsh- alruns on financial institutions,
Apply
ed.
avenue.
708
Slate
though the shock then administered
rooms for
Is traveling across the continent and FOR KENT iFurnlshed
light
housekeeping.
Apply at 109
starting the forces of readjustment in
Kant
Coal
avenue.
general business with unexpected severity. Our chief trouble has been FOR RENT A few nicely furnished rooms, by the week or month.
the demoralised condition of credit.

The local bantu are handling
the
crisis with admirable skill and spirit,
but are tlll crippled by the universal loss of confidence; and. because of
a temporary breakdown in the credit
system are unable to do their full
share of the country's business.
It is estimated that fully 95 per
rent of the transactions In this country are settled by check
or the
transfer and balancing of credits; yet
In many instances the banks are
to refuse credit on checks
for deposit, the result being a much
heavier demand than usual for currency 1n the making of payments.
Added to this exceptional demand is
the tendency to hoard cash, not only
by Individuals, but by some of the
Interior banks. Nothing
could be
more harmful at such a time than
hoarding.
This tendency, it I true, has been
somewhat counteracted by the premium of 2 to 4 per cent on currency, but the Injury is serious nevertheless. The hoarder should be regarded as an enemy of society and
shamed out of his folly. There are
numberless institutions all over the
country where the depositor's money
Is perfectly safe, while In stockings
and other hiding places It is very

BY

Presbyterian

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
y

-n- a-tiiia

Qold Ave.
Hxxxxxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxrt
W.

Kodak films developed and printed on vclox pa
KOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
per. Reasonable prices. Send for
price list.
Homer Howry, 808 Department of the Interior. Land
Carondelet St., Los Angeles, Cal.
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
.Nov. IS, 1807.
Notice is hereby given that Cor-nel- lo
MISCELLANEOUS
Montoya, of Oolden. N.
hus filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof in supBORDERS,
port of his claim, vis: Homestead
Kntry No. 7306, made Nov. 12. 1S0J.
for the SV4 SE4, sec. J4, N
NEH,
sec.
25, township 18 N., range 8 E-- .
UNDERTAKER.
and that said proof will be made before Register and Receiver, at Banta
Ke, N. M., on Dec. 27, 1807.
FRENCH & ADAMS
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
UNDERTAKERS.
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Embalming a KpcHulty.
Nicolas Montoya, of Oolden, N.
M.; Daniel Write, of Golden, N. 14.;
F. W. SPENCER
Hernardo N. Arando, of (Jolden, N.
M. ; Hlscnte. Gutieres, of San Pedro,
X. M.
Architect,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1221 South Walter.
Register.
Phone 655.
ar

A. J. MORELLI

Merchant Tailor
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
CLEANED. PRESSED and REPAIRED

f Off North First Strmot

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

AND

Or. King';
Jew Discovery

WITH

"MR

Mir!
w.
AND

P-

--
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"tlUlillOA
h

-- Pk

fl

feSOLDS

Ali

PRIf
,
.(.
Irtal Bottli Fist

THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

OUAKANTE-- O

OR MONEY

BATISFACXOiiY

HAIR DRESSER AXD CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give,
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mra
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and t
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair,', Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of th
machines.
face. call, and commit Mrs. Bambini.
A hlxnilUttiit Prayer.
"May the lord help you make'
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all,"
writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill.
X. J.
It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured It io a
Rest on
wonderful short time."
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
25c at all druggists.
Subscribe for The Citizen
the news.
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When you dealrm Abaolut
Comfort in Froporly rittea
Oloo Conoult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

sL

LXOIOmtwO

314 WEST RAlLPOADAYLJfr r;

EVERY,

THING
cor
jeweler IN THE JEWELRY LINE

Thanksgiving - Footwear

FINE WATCH

BECAUSE

Thanksgiving comes the end of

TTN

do not put off buying your
shoes for that occasion till the last minute.
Now you have the pick of the greatest and most
varied assortment of high grade footwear we
have ever exhibited and purchasing now will insure a perfect fit and your satisfaction and ours.
Men' Dress Shoes, Patent Colt, Vici
Kid, Box Calf or Gun Metal
Women's Fine Shoes, Patent Kid,
Vici Kid or Gun Metal - - Women's Dress Slippers & Oxfords
Shoes for Boys and Girls -

$2.50 to $5.00

51T

RAORAPII8

,M. K. Hunt, of Santa Fe. Is reg
istered at the Craig hotel.
P. H. Mitchell left lust ntKht for
Lin Angeles, where he la called on

I

$2.25 to $5.00
$2.00 to $4.00
1.00 to 2.75

n

ii

llev. McQueen Oray, of Carlsbad,
N. M., I in the city with a mission
of church work.
of the
H. Neumann, president
Guum Trading and Timber company,
in the city on business yester

i

Extra Special
500 Choice Suits $
and Overcoats at

bu.-lne-

QOOOCXJOOOOCXX)

Millinery
TalR

K

you

contemplate

Rotting

a new liat, you hIiouUI we what
mc have. We never allow our
Mtx-to bewnio depleted and
jU'kel over, but replace every
artlrle wrfcl by another Junt a
carefully marie up. The remit
h tluit onr offering Jut now
are a eliolee nx at the time of

cuir fall oM'iluir. A large otm- HlKiinient Jut reoelvel.

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrot St.

Indian and Mexican Goods. Yba Cboapoit
Plato to buy Navajo Blanket mad Uexlean Drawn Work
Kmll Ordara CaraMIr and Promptly Mlad.
Mil Klotts ot

THE

mi

DIAMOND PALACE

'

Railroad Avenue
We

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry., Cut Glass, . Clocks, Silverware.
invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

Stein Bloch Smart Clothes are the Best

Easy Terms

20 small tracts of garden
truck and orchard lands, 1 5
to lfeet 'above water, level
and under good ditches, one )
and a half miles from city.

4.

,4 4. 4. 4, 4.

4.

4.

4.

4

4

$50 to $60 an

f

.

!

'

Do Not Let Price Alone Decide

the Question

.

STYLE, tone and quality should

consideration when
buying your overcoat. Our overcoats are all this season's garments, which means they will
carry you through next season
ot
ot o
in fine style,
receive

SATVItD
liuiuuias.
Morula Orangt-aWatermelons,

Equally True is This Regarding
Our Suits

I'rewli

-

-

flax IWtuis,
aulillouer,

1'ivkIi

A few "close in" residence
lots at original plat prices.

4.

4.

4,4.4.4.4.4.4.4.

Prepare For The Winter.

80.

DIAMONDS ARE FRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
INCREASING IN VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 90 PF.lt CENT. WK
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IOWEIl PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
On DMir South of Drug Stoap.

We Own The Properly

Grocery Co.

CXXDOOCXXXDCXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXXJO

OH. C. H. CONNER
All

Curmblo Olmoaaoa Troatod.
Ma Charga tor ContultaUom.
92 N. T. Armljo Building.

Tolaphono 090 and a JO.

Sheet Iron & Tent Stoves Which We Oiler at Reasonable Prices

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our .yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds

now huve a full line of
CANNED GOODS
DESERT BRAND
AND PALACE CAR
BRAND.
Save money by buying of
THE CHAMPION GROCERY
COMPANY
WV

MONARCH

SELLERS
OrX
Manager
B,

.

AI-N-

I3roi,
MRttuccl
I J r"c j jirititcjrw
Ml-- a

4 W. Tljarao

Fnana

O

Guaran-

teed or a Present Made
ot the Goal.
We defy any individual, firm or corporation

Grocery Company

Inquire Room 9 Cromwell
Building, Albuquerque Land
Co., Surety Investment Co.,
Broadway Land & Inv. Co.,
University Heights Imp. Co

,

WE AIM TO PLEASE

Seven fine business lots on
Copper Avenue Cheap.

.

307 W. Central.

FIRST STREET
Buy Your Stoves Now.

IT WOCLD PAY YOU TO COME IX AND HAVE US SHOW YOU SOME. GOOD STOVES AXD
RANGES. WE TAKE PLEASURE IX SHOWING. THEM TO YOU WHETHER YOU WISH TO
BUY NOW OR NOT. THEY ARE THE KIND THAT GIVE SAISFACTION.

We Also Have an Assortment ol

,

OiTKOPATHIC PHYBICIAN AND

E. L. WASHBURN CO. J

iSTORTII

COOK STOVES FROM $7.50 to $18 RANGES FROM $20 to $50
WOOD AND COAL HEATING STOVES $1.25 to $18

-

Phone

10c

The Ce ntral Avenue Clothier

115-11- 7

Tomatoes.

The Monarch

4.

J

(iraitt-a-

(

45c
$1.00
$1.90
00c
$1.90

RAABE & MAUGER

?

California Urux-Apples,
Peaches,
Persimmons,
Piuiipkuis,
l"qiiali,
(rccu Ilcans,

$10, 12.50. 15, 18, 20, 22.50 up to 30
OVERCOATS$10, 12.50, 15, 18 up to 30

15c

.

SIMON STERN

lniHrtid Mauigos,
,

SUITS

Other Clothing Bargains Galore

Twenty per cent discount on all Trunks and Suit Cases. Twenty per cent
discount on all men's and boy's Sweaters. Big price reductions on men's Rain
Coats. With every pair of Hanan or Douglas Shoes we will give two pair fancy
hose worth 25 cents a pair, FREE.' This is going to be a real SALE and it will
0
'
behoove you to hurry and not get left'

(VxoMiiiuts,
,

Concord

&

.1

(10:2-8-

Your Money's
Worth

Acre

$Q.25

Other Bargains

II

Only

0

50 Dozen Fleeced $1.50 Underwear Suit, now
25 Dozen Wool $2.50 Underwear Suit, now
50 Dozen Standard $1.25 Shirts, now,
20 Dozen Balbriggan $2.50 Underwear Suit, now,
100 Dozen 20 cent guaranteed Hose, now

And On

1

$5.00 Suits now
Men's $3.00
Corduroy Pants..

$Q.90

400 Dozen Eaxl & Wilson 25 cent Collars, now
75 Dozen Flanelette 75 cent Shirts, now

Cheap

FLATULENT tXLIC.
process of
This H caused by tlio
8toMH-d- .
lliig
It Ik In tlie
neve-rnature of
acute tmllKeHtion.
The food ferment and forms a gas
wliliii raUKcs the horne to bloat and
to have a great deal of pain. It Is
more common where corn is used for
the grain feed, ami Is likluoed by
working or driving when the mUmiiucIi
Is Hlletl with food. Hard exercL-after eating: heartily lias a
tendency to stop digestion and
of 1 10 food commence
and the colic gas Is formed. "Inter- national Colic Cure" Is guaranteed to
cure In ten minutes. I mp one bottle
ami If it fails your money .will be
promptly rciinuiiM.
V. FEE,
0
South llrwt Street Phone 16.
Treasury Department, office of the
Supervising
Architect, Washington.
D. C. November 15, 1907.
Sealed
proposals wll be received at this of
fice until S o'clock p. m., on the 3rd
day or January. 1908, and then
opened, for the construction (Includ
ing plumbing, gas piping, heating
apparatus .electrical conduits and
wiring) of the U. 8. postofllce at Albuquerque, New Mexico, In accordance with drawings and specifications, copies of which may be had
at the office of the Custodian of the
Site or at this office, at the discretion of the Supervising Architect.
JAMES KNOX TAYLOR,
Supervision Architect,
o
Xumber of girls and women wanted to paste sample--- , on sample cards.
Call Nov. 20th.
Klo Grande Woolen
Mills Co., Mountain Road and Railroad track.
o
Apiiendidtls
Is due In a iarge measure to abuse
of the bowel, by employing uraatlc
purgatives. To avoid all danger, us
only Dr. Kings New Life Pills, the
rate, gentle cleansers and invlgora-tor- s.
Guaranteed to cure headache,
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
all drug stores.
25c.
NOTICE The opening turkey din
ner at the Home Kestaurant last
Sunday pleased so many people, that
the management has decided to repeat It next Sunday, 12 to 2:30
o'clock.

A.75 Boy's $4.50 and

Extra Specials

Like Hot Cakes

Awful

j

Thif lot includes practically all of oar
famous "Sincerity" brand ot clothing
which we have been selling at $17.50,
$18.00, $20.00 and $22.00.

Selling

on

a,

OCXXOOOCOCXDOOOOOOOOCXXOOOOOtXX

.

Anti-Salo-

16th

ANNOUNCING THIS SIX DAY SPECIAL SALE

day.

Oeorge Arnot. F. A. Hubbell and
Attorney E. W. Dobson left last night
for Denver, where they are, called on
business.
Agustln Elchwald. of Cuba, X. M..
who has been in tne city on
the last few dttys, returned to Cuba
this morning.
Louis Guyot. a merchant of St.
Louis, la expected In the ctty soon to
be the guest of P. A. Gulllon, proprietor of the Kavoy.
Chits. G. Wllfong. of Philadelphia,
who has been In the city some time
looking after mining Interest.. In thJ
t,
expects to
Hell Canyon
leave for the Quaker City tonight.
Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendIeague of
ent of the
New Mexico and Arizona, returned
home last night from Las Vegas,
where he delivered two addresses on
Sunday.
Maurice Goodman, editor of the
Portage Dally News, of Portage.
Wis., who has been the guest of
Deputy United States Marshal W. It.
Forbes, has gone to Phoenix, Ariz.,
for a few days stay.
George H. Van Stone, manager of
the Hughes Mercantile company, who
pent yesterday in this city on business, left this morning for Santa Fe
from where he will return to Etrtan-ciwhere he makes tils headquarters.
.It. E. Starr, Jr., aged 19, who
seriously wrenched his left
ankle
while riding on a freight train near
week,
and who has been
I.leta last
confined In St. Joseph hospital under the care of Dr. L. G. Ulce, left
yesterday for his home In Grand
Junction, Colo.
H. U Brown.' of "Elk's Tooth"
fame In Albuquerque, passed through
the city last night en route to Los
Angeles. A number of Albuquerque
Elks were down at the station to
greet Mr. Brown. The "Elk's Tooth"
was one of the most interesting performances ever put on with home
talent at the Elks' opera houfe.

Begins Nov.

wc are conscious of doing something unusual at this
time. But we are heavily overstocked and must unload Some
of our surplus merchandise. We don't believe in making big
claims or using a lot of flowery language, but will let the folg
5
lowing prices speak for us:

PERSONAL
PA

107.

REDUCTION SALE

IIO
South
Second

ft. FA IRINO

STOCK

Only

Dom on Premises

Grinding

l.

TIEKDAV, NOVEMBER

Six Days

vptlOIOtli
Ltnst

::

0 South Second St.

mTIZEU.

ETEHINC1

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

I

to truthfully say that short weight was ever

given to any ot our customers.

We Handle the BEST Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN S.

BEAVEN

502 Southt Firjt

